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"No," shouted Bankhead, 'he will
not turn from the important duties
COLORADO WHEAT CROP
he is performing to take such an office
Denver, Colo., July 2. There have
been few years since the develop
as vice president."
Underwood would remain where he ment of Colorado farming that have
was, doing bia great constructive promised the heavy yield of wheat
work, Bankhead went on, and he ex of the present season. Both in irriga
hope that the delegates tion and dry farming districts,
pressed
TWO-THIRDS
would not urge the Alabama candifrom practically every section
of the state are the same; that prosdate for vice president.
"Mr. Underwood directs me to with pects were never Brighter.
The great Arkansas valley, one of
draw his name from this convention,"
said Bankhead, amid Impressive si- the heaviest grain producing sections
lence, adding a tribute of thanks from of the state is green with the fields
Underwood for the sincere and loyal of what every farmer believes will
given him. He added that prove more bushels to the acre than
make it WIIbou lacked only 124 of support
all his friends were now released to any year in the past. Las Animas
s
to nominate.
the necessary
vote for whom they, pleased.
reports estimates in the district trom
The convention called to order at
took the platform 40 to 45 bushels to the acre, while at
Mayor
Fitzgerald
12:09 p. m. and the forty-thirballot to withdraw Foss.- Lamar, about the same figures preordered at 12:16 o'clock.
Balloting Senator Stone shaking for Clark. vail. La Junta ranchers are
wearing
was resumed after brief preliminaries.
released Clark deletes; seemed cer- all varieties of smiles and grow wildThe chair announced that disorderly
tain Wilson will be laminated by ac- ly enthusiastic when the wheat ques
demonstrations would not be tolerated clamation.
tion comes up. Their estimates vary
and the galleries would be cleared if Stone said
the delegations were but little from those of other sections
necessary.
Then Ship is Seen to Burst Asunder and Cabin
perfectly free to voja for whom they of the valley.
The forty-thir- d
Conlairsin-- l ImrBt-o- r
ballot resulted in no
In the Platte valley both irrigated
chose, but the Misiouri . delegation
and Crew Falls Like a Plummet Into the Sea-Fchoice.
ive
would vote for Clarklon alHb'allots re and dry ranches are rich witn one of
Men
Illinois' Individual standing on the
Perish and but one Body is Recovered-T- he
the finest looking wheat prospects In
of what others 'might do.
gardless
Balloon v as
forty-thiras
ballot was announced
Congressman Fitzfterald
of New years. The high figure of forty bushcum lor a Irans-Atlant- ic
First
Clark 18, (Wilson ,40, but, under the
Hirfhi on
Flight
'
York spoke from tl
platform, pre- els to the acre, it is said, will De
unit rule, 5S votes was east for Wil
dune
Kesulted
in
a
nearly
Catastrophe
the view of, the .New York reached in the districts about Brighson. Wilson gained eight more Clark senting
delegation under the fast changing ton. Dry farmers go even further
votes from Michigan.
than this, declaring it will be no surconditions.
";v
i ne forty-thirballo' showed unAtlantic City, N. J., July
in
of New York moved that prise .to see the grain run from fifty
differences In the construction. !&
Fitzgerald
usual gains for( Woodrow Wilson. By
of
three thousand spectators, the big
the roll call be dispensed! with and to sixty bushels.
gas bag was 30 feet longer than that
the time the roll call had been about
Ob to the north conditions are dirigible balloon Akron was shattered of the America but was
the nomination of Wilson be made by
smaller la
completed Wilson had gain acclamation.
much the same. In Weld county there by the explosion of the gas bag at diameter.
ed 73 over his last vote. Illinois had
6:38
this mornnlg, a half mile ou
The convention rose en masse as is not a rancher who will not declare
The dimensions were: length ol
HARD
thrown 58 votes to him and It became
New York's spokesman moved Wil- that never in the history of the coun- shore over Absecon Inlet.
bag, 238 feet; diameter, 47 feet. Ttt
he
would pass the majority sons
Melvin Vaniman, who had built the
apparent
nomination by acclamation.
A ty have wheat fields looked so well
bag was made of a composition or
mark.
with the idea pf flying across rubber
airship
Unless
hail
of
the
cheers
frenzy
and was constructed la Ohio.
the
floor
destroys
prospects
and
swept
Virginia cast her solid 24 votes for
the Atlantic
For Many Ballots The Missurian was in The Lead And it Was Not Wilson amid a storm of cheers. Chair gauenes. Delegates stood on their all are confident a new name will be nis younger ocean; Calvin Vaniman, Beneath was the car. similar la
brother; Fred Elmer,
made for Colorado as a wheat producchairs waving hats and flags.
to the Americaa, but
man Swanjon of Virginia said Virginia
Until FirtySixth That Wilson Secured
longer,
Walter Guest and George Bourtlllion, shape
Required Number
Senator
Reed of Missouri interpos ing stat
130 feet long. The bottom ot
perhaps
acted
in
view
an
of
which
his
emergency
were
crew,
killed.
Withdrawal ol Underwoad Was The Start of The
No
instantly
ed objection to New York's
Alamosa,
Rocky Ford, Del Norte,
car was composed or a round
request
had arisen and while the delegation
trace of their bodies jiaa been discov- the
for unanimous consent to make Wil Meeker and half a sew
of other
Boom For The New Jerseyite And From Then on
steel
tank two feet in diameter and
had been divided it now' determined to
wheat localities throughout the state ered."
son's nomination by accalamation,
100 feet long. ..In this tank
about
Band
Wajjon
apply the unit rule, giving Wilson its
wsj
The dirigible was , sailing at V
Delegations Began Climbing on
The mil call went oi because oi ob- - are 3ub,,ant' Dd from every eorner
fciorea me gasoane.
bo car was
solid
vote.
of
'
1,000
feet
height
had
and
been
in
are
r- rauroats
tM
oemg warned
. .. .
to the
t..- '
West Virginia added o'er 16 Clark lections to suspending and making
demand for cars will break all rec the air' siuee 6:15' o'iiT?ER when the of light construction.
the nomination by acclamation.
to
votes
Wilson's
total
amid
tumultous
accident occurred. She was a quar
Montana, Wilson 8.
Great confusion interrupted the roll ords.
On top of the tank was a
Baltimore, July 2. Woodrow Wilplatform
cheers.
ter of a mile south of Brigautiue
Nebraska, Wilson 16.
call. Bell of Ct ".fornia
son of New Jersey today was nominof two Inch boards and on this restto
attempted
forty-thirThe
ballot
Beach.
resulted
The
6.
contain
envelope,
huge
Clark,
demoNevada,
the
for
California
s
the presidency by
explain
ated
ed one 100 horsepower motor, two of
vote and was
follows:
ing thousands of cubic leet of gas. 80
New Hampshire, Wilson 8.
howled down.
cratic national convention. The nomThe convention w.ia MISSING HAT MAY
horsepower, one 17 horsepower
was
Underwood
Clark 329; Wilson 602;
rent by the lemtic explosion,
New Jersey, Wilson' 24; Clark !.
eager to hear the announcement of
ination was - made after Underwood
motor and small dynamo.
Foss
Harmon
2S;
1;
981,4;
27;
caused
8.
probably
Bryan
from
Wilson
uy
New
expansion
Mexico,
Wilson's nomination which had now
had been withdrawn, Clark had reThe 100 horse power motor was
Kern 1.
IDENTIFY BODY the sun's rays.
New York, Wilson 90.
become apparent,
leased hla supporters and New York
used
for the two forward vertical
h
The
ballot was ordered
lt burst' near the middle. A muss
North Carolina, Wilson 24.
Bryan was a center of interast 9
as a climax had moved to suspend the
and the other two large
propellers
of flames hid the ship from view. For
at 1:01 p. m. Colorado casts 10 votet Wilson's nomination
North Dakota, Wilson 10.
motors for the two pairs of orient- became certain.
balloting and make the nomination of
OFFICERS
LOOKING
for
FOR
HEAD
Wilson
ten
tne
Clark
for
naif
and
seconds
million
perhaps
Oklahoma,. Wilson 20.
He said he had wanted most of an
able propellers. TEene propellers
Wilson by acclamation.
GEAR WORN BY MURDERdollar dirigible was invisible, while
Wilson gained, steadily as the
Ohio, passed.
tne
nomination
of
a
could
be turned from the horizontal
to
this
plan.
progressiva,
There was objection
ED MAN.
the air about tne spot where she had to
ballot progressed.
Mississip
Oregon, Wilson 10.
California stood by Clark to the
the vertical and were used to ra!s
As the final roll call came on state
been hovering seemed to be all
pi, thus far solid for Underwood, an- last, but announced it
Pennsylvania, Wilson 76.
or lower the snip. The small motor
would moi.
after state fell Into line for the New Rhode
The mystery surrounding the dead flames.
nounced a caucus and was passed, after the ballot to
10.
Wilson
Island,
overthe nomi
and dynamo were used for electric
make
an
executive
up
piling
Jersey
Tne fire disappeared and then the
body found Saturday evening south of
South Carolina, Wilson 18.
Pennsylvania, heretofore almost solid nation unanimous.
and to furnish power to the
lighting
whelming majority.
Las
Is
still
for Wilson, cast the full 76 for him
Vegas
undispelled, al ship, outlined
South Dakota, Wilson 10.
against the sunrise, wireless outfit Some of
Wilson was nominated al 3:' 5 when
tmt'lt-uthe supplies
with
The result was received
amid cheers.
though the sheriff's office is making was seen to tall like a plummet, i irst
Tennessee, WUson 24.
of the ship were also stored on this
Pennsylvania cast her 76 votes ior
demonstrations by delegates and
to
learn the identity of the understructure or car, in which
every effort
Wisconsin voted solidly for Wilson him.
Texas, Wilson 40.
In the forward end of tr.
making his total at that time
the dead man, who undoubtedly was were penned the unfortunate men, platform.
spectators. The final break to Goverthe first time, the delegation had 7iS.
Utah, WilBon 8
were
platform
the steering wheels
efnor Wilson as the nominee for presiheld in by a meshwork, put in after
voted as a unit 26 votes.
Vermont, Wilson 8.
Senator Stone of Missouri moved the victim of a foul murder. An
and gears for controlling the rudder
is
fort
dent of the United States came In
made
find
to
be
h
the
hat
The
second
of
24.
balloon
as
the
the
being
three and the
ballot, resulted
trip
to make the1 nomination of Wilson
Virginia, Wilson
stabilizing planes fore and
by longing to the dead man. This Is be weeks
the democratic national convention Washington, Wilson 14.
follows: Clark 306; Wilson 629; Un acclamation.
ago, unable to escape, broke aft
Wilson's
nomination
lieved
to
In
one
be
the
of
this afternoon at the beginning of the West Virginia, Wilson ltfr. i
derwood 99; Harmon 27; Foss 27.
possession
'
away from the envelope, lt
was made unanimous at 3:33.
The sleeping accommodations for
forty-sixtballot Wilson had reof the sheep herders who found the the bag turning lirst in a slow arc.
h
vote on the
Wisconsin, Wilson 25.
Washingtons
Chairman
James
the
crew consisted Of hanfmocks
declared'
formally
balceived 633 votes on the forty-fift- h
ballot was questioned and a poll Woodrow Wilson the nominee of the body. The trade marks In the cloth- Then it reversed suddenly and plung strung
Wyoming, Wilson 6.
up in the car. The disaster
10
725
necessary
lot with only
led to much discussion and delay.
Alaska, Wilson 6.
Directly above, twist came as a shock to the
convention for president of the Unit- ing of the man had been cut away, ed downward.
people of Atnominate. Senator Bankhead of Alar
the
murderer
to
wished
that
An effort was made at- the end of ed States at 3:35
showing
District of Columbia, Clark 6.
ing in a long spiral, was the bag, a lantic City who had come to know
m.
p.
Underwood.
avoid identification lt is thought the smoking mass of rubber ana silk
bama. quickly withdrew
the
roll call by the Wash-- i
Hawaii, Wilson 6.
A tremendous
demonstration fol
Vaniman well. For a week the airSenator Stone of Missouri, In behalf
Porto Rico, Wilson 6.
Ington delegation to vote proxies on lowed the announcement of Wilson's may may still remain in the hat with flames shooting out from a doz man had been
planning to make ana poll of that delegation. Chairman nomination by acclamation. Cheer ThlB Is the first murder that has been en sections as it collapsed. It flut- other
California, Clark 24; Wilfon 2.
of Champ Clark released all Clark
and
flight
only awaited favorcommitted
In
San Miguel county In tered a moment and then streaked
;
delegates, at the same time saying
Harmon 12; WilsCi James insisted upon maintaining his after cheer swept the hall and was
Ohio, Clark
able winds.
more
than
officers
the
two,
and
years
Missouri would vote for him to the 33; two absent.
down after the car.
position formerly taken, that no prox- taken up by the crowas outside.
Last night conditions appeared satare determined that it shall not go
ies should be voted in the conventlori.
In the descent something which ap
end. Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston
After the nomination of Wilson the
as
ballot
resulted
The forty-sixtand he notified the city auisfactory
withdrew Governor Fobs from con follows: Clark 84; Wilson 990; Har-- ' ' An appeal was taken from the coj- - next order of business was nomina- unpunished. It would be a blot on the peared to be the body of a man shot thorities that he
probably would
sideration. By this time it was ap- mon 12; absent 2.
vention, but the chair Was sustained tions for vice president. Prominently good name of the county should the out of the wreckage and hit the wat make a flight at sunrise
today. At
forty-sixt- h
on
matter
allowed
the
win
be
to
would
without
descond-i-drop
er before the rest of the
by a rising vote, which seemed al- mentioned were Governor Marshall
parent Wilson
the
conditions
were still
lacked
daybreak
Wilson
Woodrow
only
96i
a rigid investigation.
ballot and the convention was
most unanimous.
mass. lt was rep
tuai wis was favorable and the word was
of Indiana, Governor Burke of North
votes on the
ballot, indi- given, A
in tumult.
One of the two Coloradd delegates Dakota;
the headless body of Caivin Vauinum. hundred policemen and firemen were
Representative
of
Henry
nornina-a
of
possibility
strong
who left Clark for Wilson
on the Texas and Senator K.erh of Indiana.
At 8:20 a.- m. i message wis re summoned and sent up to the inlet te
The vote on the final ballot was eating
ballot. It was
tion on the forty-fiftA NARROW ESCAPE.
was Mrs. Anna Spit-zer- ,
ballot
ashore from rescuers that tais assist In getting the balloon out of
as follows:
layed
reported that there would be a slump
sister-in-laPueblo, July 2. Ben Waner, 25 body had ,
Wita it the Immense
of Clark.
Alabama, Wilson 24.
Wilson
Feels
Responsibility.
hangar.
of Underwood to Wilson, probably on
came
near
a
years
The result of the forty-fift- h
old,
statement
from
laborer,
came
ballot
the
being
Sea
Arizona, Wilson 6.
Captain
2.
N,
Governor
Girt,
J., July
Hundreds of persons who expected
the forty-fiftballot, but certainly on was
18.
at
in
a
a
bathroom
local
as follows:
Clark 306; Wilson Wilson was seated on the veranda or asphyxiated
Lambert Parker, of the Abseem
Arkansas, Wilson
the flight saw the Akron come out
if that many ballots
the forty-sixt633; Underwood
California passed.
Harmon 25; the "little White House" with Mrs. hotel this afternoon by gas fumes
97;
life saving crews that this was of the hangar for the last time. Once
were
cast.
Foss 27.
Wilson and his daugnters when he re- trom the water heater. Waner re true and that the othui" four meaibo'-Colorado, WUson 10; Clark 2.
clear of the shed Vaniman Jumped
Senator Bankhead went to the ceived news of his nomination from mained in the room so long that the of the crew were entangled in tue into the car where the other four men
Connecticut, Wilson 14.
ballot, the frist cast today at plaUorra
hotel porters became alarmed and wreckage, beyond reucte for tne presColorado, changes to Wilson 12.
lt wa9 reported he would his managers.
already had gone and gave the word
national
democratic
convention withdraw
the
6.
Wilson
is
Underwood.
Delaware,
Bankhead
The honor
as great as can broke open the door. The man was ent, in eighteen feet of water.'
to "let go". Instantly the ship rose.
and the hoped for break appeared at spoke amid breathless silence.
He come to any man by the nomination lying on the floor, nude and
Florida, Wilson 7; Clark 5.
The flight was the second that the Vaniman appeared to have complete
hand. Illinois' 58 delegates propelled said Underwood
28.
Wilson
had entered the con- of a party," he said, "especially un
had taken this year. Vanimau control and after circling aoout over
Georgia,
airship
the movement and gains were made vention
He was rushed to SV Mary's hos took the Akron for a short flight on the Inlet and the
Idaho, Wilson 8.
hoping to be the nominee. der the cfrcumstances. I hope I apmainland, the ship's
also from Connecticut, Idaho, Iowa, But
his chief desire was to eradicate preciate it at its true value; Dut Just pital and after tn hour was revived. Saturday morning June 1. At that nose was pointed ost to sea.
Illinois, Wilson 58. .
North
Louisiana,
Michigan,
Maryland,
Indiana, Wilson 30.
every vvestige of sectional
"To those who have witnessed the
feeling. at this moment I feel the tremendous He denied that he had attempted sui- time the baJloon was nearly wrecked
West That had now been demonstrated
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia,
Iowa, Wilson 2C.
by responsibility it Involves even more cide and claims he has a weak heart by' the mechanism going wrong but many flights of Vaniman this one
Virginia, Wisconsin and Hawaii.
andfainted from the effect of the. it was landed without serious mishap. seemea ai tne siart more successful
the liberal support given the Alabama than I feel the honor.
Kansas, Wilson 20.
Wlison's vote was 602, a majority candidate.
26.
He would not be a party
Kentucky, Wilson
"I hope with all my heart that the fumes.
The longest flight Nthe balloon made than any yet attempted. The
of the convention.
It was the highest to the defeat of any candidate. "But party will never have reason to re
Louisiana, Clark 2; Wilson 18.
was last fall when it spent the greatto have better control than
vote he had received up to that time, I think the time has come to recog- gret It."
Maine, Wilson 12.
er part of the day in the air in the ever .before.
PRESIDENT
HOME
AT
and the vote of 329 vast for Mr. Clark nize that he cannot be nominated in
Maryland, Wilson 16.
Governor Wilson was in the bath
"After getting up about 300 feet
Washington, July 2. President and vicinity of this city.
was the lowest received by him in the this convention nor can he be used tub when the
Massachusetts, Wilson 3fl.
In general appearance the Akron the ship made a complete circle ot
reporter burst in and Mrs. Taft returned from Philadelphia
prolonged balloting. When the result to defeat any other candidate," Bank-hea- shouted to the executive: "Governor,
Michigan, Wilson 30.
in which the waters of Grassy Bay. Apparentearly today. They remained in their was not unlike the America
was announced the demonstration for
Minnesota, Wilson 24.
at ly Vaniman was making a test of the
Illinois has gone to you."
Vaniman
anu
proceeded.
Walter
Wellman
private car until shortly after 8 o'Wilson was as enthusiastic and pro"Vloa president?" queried a delegate
ocean
Mississippi, Wilson 20.
Atlantic
cross
the
to
tempted
clock
were
to
and
the
then driven
-.
tracted as the weary delegates could from the floor!
Miisourt, Clark 36.
In October, 1910, but there were many
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
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maximum iutallatiou of 100,000 kw.
apacity, it Is estimated that 1,000,000
tuna of coal a year will be needed,
quantity of anthracite which would require 20,(H)0 of the largest cars to

INTO

QUICKLY

the

the plant up to

COAL CONVERTED
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What's The Matter
With Your Baby?

transport
The young mother and many an St. Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A. Brln-ker- ,
It Is planned to supply the slate and old one, too is often puzzled to know
755 So. Grant St. Denver, Colo.,
cement industries in Lehigh and the cause of her child's ill nature. the only laxative given is Dr. Cald.
It has been
Northampton counties, all ol which The loudness of Jts crying does not well's Syrup-Pepsiare in a territory from 20 to 40 miles necessarily indicate the seriousness found to answer most perfectly all
MAMMOTH PLANT AT MINES WILL
distant from the Hauto plant. Sub of its trouble. It may have nothing the purposes of a laxative, and Its
CREATE LARGE AMOUNT OF
stations will probably be established j more the matter with it than a head- very mildness and freedom from gripELECTRICITY
at once at Coplay and Pen Argyl for ache or a feeling of general dullness. ing recommend it especially for the
down and distributing cur- It cannot, of course, describe Its feel- use of children, women, and old folks
The folly of hauling coal tor power stepping
rent to users. Within a radius of 50 ings, but as a preliminary measure generally people who need a gent'e
purpose will be effectively demon- to 75 miles from the main station you are safe in
trying a mild laxative. bowel stimulant. Thousands of Amerstrated by the Lehigh Navigation Elec- there are some 20 large ceemnt mills 'Nine times out of ten, you will find ican families have been enthusiastic
tric company, of Philadelphia, when
about it for more than a quarter cf
The transmission lines will be strung i it is all the child needs, for its
its mammoth power plant at Hauto,
and peevishness are per- a century.
the Lehigh Navigation
along
largely
Carbon county. Pa., Is completed. Here
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
canal ana on me ngm oi wy ui io haps due to obstruction of the bowthe coal will be burned as fast as it Lehigh and New England railroad
els, and once that has been remedied this remedy before buying It in the
is mined and immediately turned into which the
the headache, the sluggishness and regular way of a druggist at fifty
company controls.
steam energy. Mighty Curtis steam
With the assistance of these com- the many other evidences of consti- cents or one dollar a large bottle
electric
turbines, driving powerful
can have a sample bot
panies a complete power census of pation and indigestion will quickly (family size)
generators, will change the energy of the industries has been taken, and disappear.
tle sent to the home free of charge
the coal into electricity to be trans- within the district which will be
Don't give the little one salts, caby simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldmitted hundreds of miles over slend- leached
thartic
of
pills or nasty waters, for these
distribution
the
system
by
er copper' wires to be used for light, the first section of the Hauto plant, will act as purgatives, and they are well, 405 Washington, St, Montioello,
111!
Your name and address on a
lb eat and power. .This is the beginover 100,000 horse power is .being used too strong for a child. In the families
novel
most
of
and
1325
the
Mrs.
8.
S.
of
important
ning
Spruce postal will do.
Slaughter,
now. The Lehigh Navigation Electric
step towards the economical use of company has made up a schedule of
Connecticut league New Britain
Cole Ralston
coal and the generation of electric j
of Magdalena had
prices, running from eight mills up to
800 team transferred to Waterbury.
of
sale
to
the
the
tell,
power on a tremendous scale by some two and one-hal-f
story
prize
kuocents per
means of fuel ever undertaken in the watt-hou- r
at 25. Mr. Rallston Is from Ohio and Pennsylvania league
according to the amount of yearlings
corner of the state. New Castle and Connellsvllle drop
world.
the
southwestern
power contracted for and the steady
cause to feel chesty this ped from circuit
Scientists have long advocated the continuance of
"We
have
which
consumption,
team
tdague Altoona
burning of coal at the mouths of the will deliver its current quite material- year," said Mr. Rallston. "We have
to Reading; Lancaster
is
for year- transferred
it
been
various mines, asserting that
top
prices
receiving
which
indus
cost
the
at
ly under the
In the team transferred to Atlantic City.
to transmit
vastly more economical
tries are able to produce steam pow- lings this season. Conditions
Ohio Interstate league Disbanded.
,electric energy over copper wires than er.
Magdalena country are simply great
Cotton States league New Orleans
are
It is to haul coal over the steam railthe
and
growers
advantage
taking
With the exception of 8,000 kilowatt
team transferred to Yazoo City; Hatroads. The experiment at Hauto wiU plant at the1 Harwood Electric com- of them."
were
No
be watched by the scientific' world. pany, which
tlesburg team transferred to Colum
dipping
regulations
general
supplied current for light
s
men today. bus.
cattle
and electricthe
decided
Custio
upon
by
ing and electric- railway operation
league Greenville
A special committee was appointed to
al apparatus have been ordered from around Hazelton,
using coal direct
A and McKlnney dropped from circuit.
consider
the
proposition.
dipping
the General Electric company and the
Hs own m,neg n attempt hag
New
league DisInitial equipment will be about 30,000 been made heretofore in this country decision will be announced later.
banded.
horse power, to be increased as fast to generate electric current in the
Ulue Gass league Winchester team
MINOR LEAGUE CHANGES
as the demand grows to fully 140,000 coal
regions for publlo service. The
number of minor league transferred to Mt. Sterling.
a
horse power and a total expedlture of Lehigh
Quite
Navigation Electric company
clubs have "hit the chutes" this sea- . Oklahoma State league Oklahoma
JIO.000,0000.
expects to have the first installation'
lack
of attendance. City and Anadarko dropped from cirof
site
the
the
central
Hauto,
at the Hauto plant in operation be- son owing to
station, is located about ten fore the end of this year. As the Among the changes that have taken cuit.
In the
are
miles from Mauch Chunk and it 1b at
capacity of the plant is gradually in- place
the
the mouth of a railroad tunnel lead creased,
following:
energy will be carried to
WANTED Large, clean cotton rags
and
Virginia League Lynchburg
ing from, the main body of anthracite
and Easton.'Pa., Trenton, N.
at this office. 5c. a pound.
circuit.
from
Danville
coal owned by the Lehigh Coal and J., and
dropped
undoubtedly finally into Phila
Navigation company at Lansford. From delphia. This city Is within 80 miles
here the distribution of current for and New York is only one hundred
TO
STANLEY YOAKUM
by means of and five miles distant
light and power
reachhigh voltage transmission lines,
!BATTLE!WITH RUDY UNHOLZ
ing out through all eastern PennsylvaGOOD
CATTLE
CONDITION
will
nia and New Jersey,
penetrata
a territory with 2,500,000 population. Albuquerque, N. M., July 2. ReBy transforming the effective force ports from all corners of the state,
of coal into electric energy at the obtained from members of the New
mine 3 and transmitting this direct to Mexico Cattlt Sanitary board, in
to ttie erAx.t that
itotb
cSf umers and"ifiuiis?ries, the handling loading and hauling will be elim- oonditions are great and that cattle
inated. The company figures that growers are enjoying unprecedented
still another economic saving will be prosperity. W. H. Jack of Folsora
realized. At present, it has a waste expressed himself as being more than
product of about 500,000 tons of coal pleased with conditions in his seca year. This consists of coal particles tion of the state.
,
"The Lord was surely with us this
and dust which pass through thee
of an inch mesh screens. All year," said Mr. Jack. "The range is
this culm is entirely unmarketable and in great shape with the finest kind
will be handled so as to be burned in of grass and plenty of water."
Conditions in the Pecos country are
the company's boilers.
The location of the main generating not as good as could be, according to
plant at Hauto was also determined C. L. Ballard of Roswell, because of
because of an abundant water sup- a scarcity of water. On the whole,
ply. An exlsltng reservoir is being in- however, things are fairly prosperous.
creased to a storage capacity of
"Although but little rain has fallen
gallons and an area of in the southern part of the state,
about 400 acres by the construction general conditions are good," said W.
of a higher dam. The water supply W. Cox of Dona Ana county. "The
needs of the ultimate plant will be calf crop is the 'best we have had In
some 300,000,000 gallons a day, most a dozen years, and naturally we are
of which will be carried back into the a little enthusiastic over the present
1
resrevolr after condensation. .To run conditions and the outlook."
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For the first 4 days of July, we will continue our Green Tag Sale
prices on
?

WOMENS SUITS, COATS, DRESSES, SKIRTS
SILK AND LINGERIE WAISTS AND MILLINERY

GOT THERE

s

FL
1

Also a large and varied line of women's and misses

'

-

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS

r Laa Veia'LottdinStero
FOUR DAYS
ONLY

SJ&csemtz&s Son
Established

FOUR DAYS
ONLY

South Side Raja

1862

Til-Stat- e

turbine-generator-

Texas-Oklahom- a

ut

111

IT PAYS TO BUY
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JlDlfEHTiSEES GOODS
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IS HERE

ses-BIo- u

thirty-sec-

onds
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

.

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make'
; good secure repeat orders.
f-The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name", but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

"

It

Pays

Always

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

ai

M. CUNININOHArl,
J.
FRANK

rrrrTN

f.,V njii
LAS VEOAS

President-- '

SPRiNOER,

Xcyo.

T.

HOSKINS,

Caabiar

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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Las Vegas

When a New Perfection Conies
in at the Door Heat and Dirt

Fly Out at the Window.
What would it mean to you to have

heat and dirt banished from your kitchen
this summer
to be free from the blazing
'
range, free from ashes and soot ?

NcwVcrfeciioit
Oil

Cook-stov-

e

With the New Perfection Oven, the New
Perfection Stove is the most complete cooking
device on the market It is just as quick and
handy, too, for washing and ironing.

Made with I, 2 and 3
burners, handsomely finCabi-

net top, drop shelves,
towel Mrki, etc
with
Free Cook-Boevtry stove. Cook-Boo- lt
also given to anyone sending 5 cents to cover
cost.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butte,

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
STANLEY (KID) YOAKUM

This Stove '
saves Time
It saves Labor
It saves Fuel
It saves YOU
ished throughout.

Saivlirigs Bank

mail-in-

g

Accompanied by his manager. Professor Jack Henley of Fort Worth,
Tex., Stanley Yoakum, the lightweight
fighter who will engage in battle
,
here tomorrow night with Rudy
the Denver lightweight, arrived
last night from Albuquerque. Hanley
says Yoakum Is in great shape. He
came out of the bout with Lewis Newman last Friday in the Duke 'City
without a scratch. He will go into
the ring tomorrow night in the best
possible condition.
"Take it from me," said Hanley this
morning, "Yoakum is in condition to
put up a great fight. I will pass
around the tip that he Is, in my opinion, a sure bet."

The headquarters of Unholz on Railroad avenue have been thronged every night recently by large numbers
of fight fans The Boer lightweight
has made a hit with Las Vegas fans,
who think Yoakum will be obliged to
go some if he succeeds in defeating
him.
Tickets for the bout were placed
on sale this morning.
They are re
markably cheap. It costs only $1 or
$2, if one wants a seat close to the
rin?, to see the bout. H. W. Lanl- ?an, the clever sport writer of the
Cm-lecrew, has charge of the match
acting as promoter. He looks for a
big crowds and Indications are that
lie will not be disappointed.'

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasurer

Wm. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. J. Hoskins

Vice

Interest Ptvid on Deposis

Summer colds are hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, hut nse
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis, says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other

cough medicines because it quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold Jf taken in time.'.' Contains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
George I

Hlghle,

Manton,

Mich.,

used Foley Kidney Pills for kldnej

and bladder trouble. He say: "1
find for my case no other medicine

equals Foley Kidney pills for beneficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Oontain no harmful
drugs. O. Q. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.

LAt VEGAS

An EditoriaJ
from tho Dotriot Times

MRS. WHITE GET S
IMPORTANT

June 12, 1912
If The Price of Coffee
Would Double Again
All The Better!
The price of coffee has doubled In three or four year.
And this, despite production has doubled In that time.
The reason for the present high price of coffee wa sought and
It has been found that the market supply has been artificially restricted.
The Brazilian government is In the operation and participates m
the profit to the extent of an export duty of three cents a pound.
And American bankers' are financing the scheme.
Diabolical

plot?
.
Outrageous conspiracy?
'
'
Perhaps!
But we did not take our pen in hand to condemn anybody except
COFFEE DRINKERS to condemn them and, also, to congratulate
them, both upon the present Increased price and the probability that
It will go higher.
It isn't exactly Inspiring to see American capital finding its way
to a foreign country to be used there to the end of exploiting American family pocketbooks.
However, this Is not the saddest fact Involved, to our way of
'
thinking.
It Is most regrettable that the consumption of coffee In this
country has Increased to a point to warrant manipulation of the
supply.
We don't like to look upon coffee as becoming a NECESSITY to
the Americen people, and view with alarm the activities of capital
suggesting that It IS becoming a necessity.
Coffee Isn't good for you.
Too much of It is positively harmful.
If the1 present price, doubled in four years, would double again,
it would be the best thing that ever happened to the excessive coffee

drinker.

He wouldn't drink as much of it.
Better yet, maybe he wouldn't drink it

at

all.

Just possibly you have put us down as being a bit nervy in this
coming in and sitting down beside you before the coffee pot and
telling you to keep hands off.
Nevertheless, we mean well.
'
We are talking for your good.
You like coffee, praba'bly,and perhaps you think it Is none of our
business if you drink it or if you drini all you want of It.
Babies want those pink pills that look like candy and cry If
let them have them.
The same pink pills, left around by careless mothers, hare
killed many babies.
And many grown people know as little aa babies about the care
of their bodies.
There are intemperate coffee drinkers the same as there are Intemperate drinkers of alcoholio beverages.
One cup of coffee Isn't going to prove fatal, nor two' cups of coffee.
Two cups may upset your entire system, make you uneasy, rest-lea- s
and peevish and unfit you for best results' for a day, but It will
wear off after a while the same as a whiskey drunk wears off.
But bring to us a person who drinks two and three cups of coffee
regularly for breakfast, or a person who drinks coffee three times a
day, and we will show you a person with a
heart, a slug- Pn nver, aaonoisoraerea stomach and a shattered nervous system
t ueiieve us, ass your doctor.
't you
i will tell you thatcoffee contains caffeine, which he gives in
f tallest kind of doses for a' heart stimulant
mwri 9 will tell you further that too much caffeine or too much
coffee will give you a palpitating heart.
Then It you are satisfied to run the risk of having that kind of a
heart, keep right on drinking all the coffee you want and excuse us
for Interfering.
(Detroit, Times. June 12, 1912)
,

bad-actin- g

Nowadays

many former coffee drinkers

are using

Instant P ostum
This new food drink
Contains No Caffeine-C- osts
Less Than Coffee
Requires

No Boiling

and

Tastes Better Than Most Coffee
Stir a spoonful of Instant Postum in a icup of hot water, add
cream and sugar to taste, and you at once have a delicious drink
that's wholesome, pure and good for old and young.

Distant

postum
po0

Pat

lorm

nothing addad.
for preparing on

8e

othr aid

PostuETO

cereal;

.

Mull poriloo

new

OneiM

KHUMO.

Postum Cereal Co., Limited
Battla

Craak, Mich.. V. S. A.
A

ammuw

MCT

WCMMT

os

p
tin of instant Postum (no boiling) costs 50 cts, at
A
ct. per cup. Smaller tins at 30 cts.
grocers,
Standard Postum, large pkg. (the) kind which must be boiled 15
tnin.) 25 cts.
Both produce' the same result; one by boiling and the other
Instantly.
Coffee averages about double that cost.
Housewives appreciate Instant Postum because Is saves time,
work and fuss in the preparation of a meal; and for its Intrinsic
f
merit.
Ask your grocer about It' If he doesn't carry
'
a supply, send us your address with a
stamp and your grocer's name and we will
send you a free sample of this newest food drink.
100-cu-

2

"There's a Reason''
POSTUM CEREAL

CO., LTD., BATTLE

CREEK,

MICHIGAN

JOB
SUPERINBY STATE
TENDENT AS DIRECTOR OF
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

IS NAMED

Santa Fe, N. M., July 2. State Superintendent Alvan N. White today
appointed Mrs Theresa B. White ot
Silver City, New Mexico, as state director of Industrial education, such
appointment being made In accordance with the provisions of Senate
Bill No. 187, passed by the recent
legislature. MrB. White is in no way
related to Superintendent White, but
has for many years resided in Silver
City, his home town. She is chairman
of the department of domestic science of the Women's Federated clubs
ot the state, and has been active for
many years In the work of domestic
science, manual training and teaching
of agriculture In the public schools.
At her Instance, the Industrial education bill was prepared by Superintendent White and was finally passed by the legislature without change
as originally drawn.
The new state officer will have her
offices at the department of education and will work under Its direction. She will vistt the summer nor-- .
mal school and county Institute at
Silver City, until after the ninth Instant, when she will take un her
duties here. Under the terms of the
bill, she will lecture at the Institute
sessions to be held during this month
and August.
Mrs. White is a native of Iowa, Is
well prepared by education and a
'pleasing personality tor the Important
work which lies before her In this Interesting leld o education The step
Is a right one and Is certain to re
sult In much good In preparing the
boya and girls of the state for actual
duties of life.
Money for the Treasury.
The following funds have been received by O. N. Marron, state treasurer: Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San
Game pro
Miguel county, $4,694.79.
tection fund $8.50; Jacobo Chaves, Jn
surance fund, $6.
Trustees of Reform School Organize.
The new board pf trustees of the
New Mexico reform school at Spring
er, has organized by electing J. K.
Hutchinson, editor of the Colfax
Stockman,
County
superintendent,
Hutchinson taking charge" today;
John Morrow, of Raton, president;
George Tindall, vice president, and
Rev. A. C. Celller,
secretary. The
board is In session today.
White Back From Carrlzozo.
Superintendent White returned Sat
urday from the Institute at Carri'
zozo, where he and Professor W. T
Conway of the Agricultural college,
addressed a large meeting of citizens
and teachers at the Baptist church
last Wednesday evening. They also
addressed the institute the following
day. A teachers' association was or
ganized for Lincoln county with Prof.
S. C. Burnett as president, and there
is a good educational spirit In the
work of that county. .,
State Board to Organize.
The state board of examiners will
organize tomorrow, for the work of
grading papers. Mrs. Brumback and
Mrs. Logue began work this morning,
and Professor Milne of Albuquerque,
and Superintendent Taylor of Dem-Ing- ,
will arrive tomorrow, when the
full board will organize for the work.
The papers from the counties of Bernalillo, Socorro, Lincoln, Santa Fe,
Mora, Valencia, Rio Arriba and San
doval are expected to be in today, as
Institutes closed In all of these
counties last Saturday.
White Goes to Chicago.
Superintendent Alvan N. White expects to leave Wednesday afternoon
for Chicago, where he will attend the
National
Educational
association
meeting, from the 6th to the 12th.
Dr. W. E. Garrison of the Agricultural
college and state director for New
Mexico, has preceded the New Mexico
delegation to Chicago. Professor J.
Howard Wagner of Las Cruces, Superintendent Mrs. Josie Lock ard of
Raton, and other teachers will Join
Superintendent White on the trip.
Mrs. White will likely accompany her
husband to Chicago.
Elks Not Yet Caught.
The elks at Trout Springs, San Miguel county, which are to be removed
to a forest reservation have not yet
been entrapped. There is one with
a calf several eeka old and she will
not go near the enclosure. There are
two other herds at large, one near
Springer, N. M., and another near

DAILV
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JULY 2, 1912.

the war department has been compelled to order the two
officers now on duty as lUhtructors
for the enlisted men of the National
Guard In this state to report to army
stations. There is no money available
for their expenses and hence they
can not remain on state duty. The
sergeants in New Mexico are Wllber
11. Showalter who has been with Captain Brogan's company In Albuquerque, and Arthur H. Rlsdon who has
been with the battery under captain
Both sergeants
Murray at Roswell.
will report to the commanding officer at Ft. Bliss near El Paso, Texas.
Should an appropriation be made
Inter by congress, they will return to
duty In New Mexico. The war department's order is as follows:
Headquarters Central Division.
Chicago, 111., June 26, 1912.
Special Orders, No. 89.
1.
In view of failure of passage of
army appropriation bill and consequent Inability to pay commutation of

ration on and after July 1, 1912, the
following named enlisted men on duty
with organized militia m the several
states within this division will, pursuant to instructions from the war
department, proceed to the military
post, recruit depot, or recruiting station, Indicated after the name of eacn,
and report to the commanding officer for station until appropriations
become available:
New Mexico.

Sergeants Wllber H. Showalter, Co.
C, 1st Infantry; and Arthur H.
Battery B. 6th field artillery to
Fort Bliss, Texas.
The chief quartermaster of the division will furnish .the necessary
transportation andj the subsistence
department suitable subsistence.
The Journeys are necessary for the
rublic service. (5034.)
By command of Brigadier General
Potts:

Kis-do- n,

C. R. NOYE3,

Lieutenant

Colonel, General
Staff,
Chief of Staff.
H. C. CARBAUGH, Colonel, Judge
Advocate, Acting Adjutant General.

ANCIENJ8 SAIL FOR ENGLAND.
Boston, Mass., July, 2. One hundred members of the Ancient and
Honorable Artillery company of Massachusetts, probably the best known
as well as the oldest military organi
zation In America, sailed for Liverpool today on the steamship Arabic.
During their stay of a month In Eng
land the Americans will be the guests
of the Honorable Artillery company
of London, of which the Earl of Don-bigla colonel. The Massachusetts
men will assist in a celebration of the
375th anniversary
of the London
The visitors will be re
company.
ceived by King George at Bucking
ham palace and will visit Windsor
and numerous other places of inter
est. It will be the second visit of
the Ancients to London.
In 1896

h
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CONVICTS

GO

TO

AT

DANCE

NINES
OUQUERQ.E
Albuquerque, N. M., July 2. Convicts have escaped from road camps
before, and probably will again In
future days, but that any of them
should have the Insufferable gall to
attend a dance on the night of their
escape, barely a few miles from their
H'ipi'osed place ot confinement In
tent, is going it i little bit strong.
Such, however, 'a leorrtod to have
been the case In tie etctpe of two ot
wh'.- took Fre.i;1
ti ? four prisona-leave from the road camp near Old
Albuquerque
Saturday night. The
men said to have been to the dance
were Isidor Santlnce, alias Juan Gonzales, and Roman Mujarls.
Mujarls
was sentenced for assault with Intent
to murder and Santlnce was sentenced for uttering a forged check. It 1
claimed that they were at a balls In
Los Ihiranes, about midnight: Satur-
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AT YOUR DOOR

OVERLAND

T

day.
The other two men who got away
mere Manuel Corrion, sentenced for

the larceny of meat cattle, and Pedro
Maldenado, sentenced for burglary.
It Is supposed that the whole quar
tet Just got up and walked away after
they hart their 'supper Saturday
night. However, the appearance of
the two men at the dance at so late
an hour may Indicate that they did
not get away until much later.
,
Corrion Is said to have a cousin In
Barelas, but although officers were
notified yesterday morning' of the escape and immediately began a search,
neither he nor his relative had been
discovered up- - to late last night
It Is supposed that at least one ot
the men went soutn, and Lieutenant
John W. Collier, of the mounted po
lice, went down to Belen last night
to assist In the search for the wanted
men. Posses ot deputies irom t&e lo
cal sheriff's office spent yesterday In
a fruitless ' search for the missing
men. Officers all over this section
have been notified of the escape, and
are on the lookout for tne convicts.
If' captured, these men will lose all
allowance for good conduct which
they had gained, and will have to
serve the full terms for which they
were sentenced,1 Other privileges will
also ibe taken from them.

MODEL

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.
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ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

f

NOTES

Eddie Sievers, former Detroit Tiger
they visited England and were royalThe visit was re pitcher, is umpiring in the Southern
ly entertained.
turned by the Honorable Artillery Michigan league.
of London
in 1903, who
company
Birmingham has the call In the
came to Boston as the guests of the Southern league. The Barons top the
Ancients.
bunch and are traveling like winners.
Umpire Johnstone, of the National
league, wears a metal covering over
his shoes to protect his feet from foul

SAVED FROH

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
13.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

DISPORT
PRISONER'S
ECCAPED
THEMSELVES NE.1 M

Noted For
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,
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r

A
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ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

tips.

Johnny Srovelln, for1 whom Pittsburg paid Erie $4,500, Is playing third
base for the Newark team In the Ohio
State league.
Rumor has it that Manager Kling,
of the Boston Braves, has offered VIn
Campbell In a trade for Rebel Cakes;
of the Cardinals.
Cobb and Jones are the only members of the Detroit team hitting for
.300 or better, and Zimmerman Is the
only Cub In the .300 class.
Al Orth, the former big league pitcher, has made a hit as an umpire
Inthe Virginia league, and may be
given a trial In the major leagues.
Milan, of the Washington team, Is
the leadin
In the American league, and Doyle, of the Giants,
holds the same honor In the National
,

How Mrs. Reed of Peoria, III.,

Escaped The Surgeon's Knife.
Peoria, 111. "I wish to let every one
know whatLydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable
Compound has done

j

forme. Fortwoyears
I suffered. The Aoc-tsaid I had a tumor
and the only remedy
was the surgeon's
knife. My mother
bought me Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta-

ble Compound, and
today I am a well and
healthy woman. For
months I suffered
from inflammation, and your Sanative
Wash relieved me. I am glad to tell
anyone what your medicines have done
for me. You can use my testimonial in
any way you wish, and I will be glad
Christina
to answer letters."-M- rs.
Reed, 105 Mound St, Peoria, I11N

jilts

Mrs. Lynch Also Avoided

Operation.

Jessup, Pa. "After the birth of my
fourth child, I had severe organic inflammation. I would have such terrible pains
that it did not seem as though I could
stand it This kept up for three long
months, until two doctors decided that
an operation was needed.
Then one of my friends recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and after taking it for two months
I was a well woman." Mrs. Joseph A.

Lynch, Jessup, Pa.
Women who suiter from female ills
should try Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaRaton, N. M.
Officers to Go. ble Compound, one1 of the most successworld ha ever known,
Because of the failure of congress ful remedies the
before submitting to a surgical opera
to pass an army appropriation bill,
'
tion.

Jefferson Raynolds President
HaPett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
--

base-steal-

league.
When his pitching days are over,
Otis Crandall, of the Giants, who Is
leading the National league In hitting,
will still be able to stick In the game
as an outfielder.
The laying of the cornerstone at"
Ebbets Field, Brooklyn's new base
ball park, will take place on July 6.
Manager McGraw and his Giants will
be the attraction of the day.
The Highlanders and the Browns
have been regular pie for the Red Sox
this season, the Red Box having won
every game played with the Wolver-to-n
and Stovall crews, 17 in all.
W. H. Watkins, tha veteran base
ball manager, has disposed of his interest in the Indianapolis club and
taken up .his abode at Springfield, O.
Watty" Is president of the Spring
field club In the Central league and
will direct the team In the future.
Old papers

tor saw. Optic

office

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Sorpldsi and Undivided Pofits$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
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structure and this probably Is the re- in
malna of Bourtlllion, he being
ESTABLISHED 1U79.
charge of
The body of Elmer cannot be teen.
Published By
All the bodies will probably be re-- THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
covered when the tide recedes.
(Incorporated)
Fully 20,000 persons gathered about
the Inlet, awaiting news from the
tS. M. PADGETT. . .
EDITOR wreck. Two hundred boats clustered
about In a wide circle near the wreck
all morning.
The explosion Is now
laid to the Worts of Vanlman to test
Entered at the poetofflce at Eant out at new- tliorv of navigation. In
CjM Vegas, New M ex loo, tor transmis- side ttu pUr.hell there was a gas
sion through the United States mailt bas u&.Ui whiih were several small
It Is thought that
air chambers.
a second class matter.
Vaniman took too. much air into these
' compartments, compressed the gas to
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
a danger yolnt and the sun's says conDally, by Carrier:
1
;
.06
densed 'the gtis further, causing the
far Copy
.15 tearing ot tha. outer
shell, resultCue Week
85 ing in the explosion.
One Month
7.50
One Tear
The police arrested men who were
Dally by Mall
tearing the remains of the airships
WOO to pieces
One Tear
and .bringing In parts to
S.00 sell them.
mx Months
A force of divers under
command of. Captain' George Baehm
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
left shore tbjs afternoon to get the
GROWER
otherbodies. It is believed they will
12 00 be recovered within the
next few
One Year

Oljc

DilY

VEOAi

gaily

(Dpttc

MTBICE

vooDROiirn
13 UNANIMOUS

cup
(Continued

From Page One;

There were Bounaa ot vigorous
splashing within the bathroom but
no other response. The governor's
three daughters danced with delight
when they heard the news. A moment
later the governor sent word to the
reporters that he was "perfectly de-

lighted."
Governor Wilson said that one time
during the convention he completely
despaired of receiving the nomina
tion. That wag on Friday evening
when Speaker Clark received a majority of the total vote. Governor
Wilson then wired to his manager, at
Baltimore, William F,, McCombs, to
release the Wilson delegates. Mr.
McCombs, according to Governor.
hours.
told the delegates they were re
leased but they refused
to change
FINNISH BAYREUTH FESTIVAL.
vote.
their
Helsigfors, July 2. Great preparaDuring the time Immediately pretions have been completed for what
his nomination, the governor
ceding
Is ambitiously termed
the Finnish
walked back and forth on the lawn,
to
be
which
Is
Bayreuth festival,
opened tomorrow at Nyslott, a pic- cunning miormaiiy wnn newspaper
turesque little town on ihe Kyrosund. men anj residents of the town who
The festival, which will continue four came to be on hand for a celebration.
Mrs. Wilson, and her daughters had
days, will be held within the walls of
the ancient historical castle of Olofs-borg- . been keeping tally of the steadily In
,

WI1-so-

Montha

(Casn in Advance for Mail Subscrlp
tiont)
Remit by draft, check or money
m&ur. If sent otherwise we will not
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Specimen copies free on applica.
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ORDINANCE

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

KILLED BV

TODAfS MARKETS

FALL OFAEROPLANE

-

eii

OPTIC,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 2 In point of
MISS HARRIETT QUIMBY OF NEW
YORK DASHED TO DEATH
strength, breadth and activity today't
NEAR BOSTON.
early stock market offered a refreshing change from recent conditions. InBoston,
July 2. Miss Harriett dustrial stocks and transactions were
Quimby, of New York, the first wom- the foremost features at the outset,
an to win an ' aviator's license in but later the movement took in most
America, and the first woman to of the standard railways.
Steel re
cross the English channel In an aero- sumed Its leadership, while Brooklyn
plane, was instantly killed with her Transit added substantially to yesterpassenger, W. A. Ward, manager oi day's rise and sold at the highest
the Boston aviation meet, at Atlantic price in some years. Of the less aclast night when her Bleriot mono- tive
Industrials, General Electric
plane fell into Dorchester bay frqm a climbed higher
and Westinghouse
moved sympathetically. Bonds were
height ot 1,000 feet.
The accident happened when Miss firm.
Profit taking helped to arrest the
puiniby and Wlllard were returning
from a trip over Boston harbor
advance at midday and some slight
BoBton light, a distance ot twenty shading of
prices ensued, but the unmiles in all.
dertone continued strong, with some
The flight was made in twenty min- disposition towards dullness. The last
utes. The Bleriot, one of the latest sales were as follows:
models of military aeroplanes, circled Amalgamated Copper
85
the aviation field and soared out over American Beet Sugar .
..130
the Savin Hill Yacht club, just out- Atchison
108
side the aviation grounds.
135
Great Northern .
117
Heading back Into the eight-mil- e
New York Central
121
gusty wind, Miss Quimby started to Northern Pacific ..'
volplane.' The wind was too sharp Reading
167
and one of the gusts caught the tall Southern Pacific
110
ot the monoplane, throwing the ma Union Pacific
169
chine up perpendicular.
71
United States Steel
For an instant it poised there. United States Steel, p'fd
112
Then, sharply outlined against the
setting sun, Willard was thrown clear
of the chassis, followed almost imme
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
diately by Miss Quimby. Hurtling ov
Cmcago,
July 1. Because of rains
er and over, toe two figures shot
the northwest beneficial for the
in
water
twenty
downward, striking the
spring crop, the wheat market today
feet from shore.
was full of sellers. Opening prices
sec
a
They splashed out of sight
V cents to Vn cents lower.
Sep- ond before the monoplane plunged were
ta 103,
lumuer started at 102 ii
down fifteen feet away.
cents to
cents, de
It was low tide and the water was a lall of
cents and recovered to
clined to 103
only five feet deep.
cents. Closing figures were easy
Men from the yacht club In motor 103
boats were on the
quickly and with September 103. a net loss oi

f

NO. 353.

ordinance relating to the tax
levy for the fiBCal year ending on the
31st day of March, A. D. 1913.
Be it ordained by the city council
of ths city of Las Vegas, N. M.
Section 1. That a tax levy for the
:vn'. year, ending on the 31t day of
Muter. A. D. 1913, is hereoy made at
An

Kansas City, Mo., July 2. Cattle receipts 7,000, including 2,000 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $8.60tr
9. 55; southern steers Jl.75f8.50;
southern cowl and heifers $3.50
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.r0ff
8.75; stockers and feeders $43";
westbulls 3.505.60; calves
ern steers $8.508 9; western cows
cows 13.5028.50.
Hogs, receipts 22,000. Market steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
$7.307.50; heavy J4.50S7.55; pack
ers and (butchers $7.357..r,0; lights
;

j eclal:
For inierest on general

refund-tri-

g

003.50

bonds
General :

0U02.00
For fire Uyrant rental...
of public
maintenance
For
$7.157.40; pigs $5.756.75.,
000.60
Market 5
parks
Sheep, receipts 4,000.
licents lower. Muttons $3.504.B0; For maintenance of public
000.50
brary
Iambe $67.75; range wethers and
007.00
For
ewes
purpobes
general
range
yearlings $3.755.50;
$2.7503.75.
A grand total for all purposes. .013.50
And the above and foregoing taxes
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK ,,
are
2.
hereby levied against all proper,
Cattle, receipts
Chicago, July
taxMarket shade lower. Beeves ty of every description subject to
45,000.
of
and
the
80
within
by
city
ation
steers
$5.
$5.709.5; Texas
7.50; western steers $6.257.70; Vegas, aforesaid.
8eortlon 2. The city clerk is herestockers and feeders $4(96.50; cows
and heifers $2.708.30; calves $5.50 by directed to certify to the probate
clerk of the county of San Miguel,
,''
8.50.
of this
Hogs, receipt 20,000. , Market weak state of New Mexico, a copy
the
that
the
with
request
ordinance
5 cente lower.
Lights $7.107.47;
mixed $7.1507.55; heavy $7.057.55; said taxes be carried on the tax list
rough $7.057.25; pigs $5.J5S9C; at required by law.
i. Section 3. This ordinance tball take
bulk of sales $7.357.50.
Market effect and be In force from and after
Sheetp, receipts 20,000.
weak. Native $35; western $3,250 Its passage and publication as requir5; western $3.255; yearlings $4.5 ed by law.
Enacted this 2th dsiy of June
6.50; lambB, native $3. B07.75;
A D. 1912.
western $4 07.75.
,

',

Approved:

(Signed) R. J. TAUPEKT,

During the Bummer months mothMayor.
creasing vote for the governor.
ers of young children should watch
When the nomination was officially
Attest:
(Signed.)
ot
the
looseness
unnatural
for any
friends and neighbors,
announced,
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
both republicans and democrats came
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholavoided.
to offer their congratulations and an
BATTLE IS EXPECTED
era
and
Diarrhoea
Remedy can alan Impromptu reception was held on
Agua Prleta, Mex., July 2. Rebels
ways be depended upon.. For sale by
the lawn.
all dealers.
,
believed to be part of a force sent
A mile away a brass band had been
north from Ilachimba to enter .the
held In readiness at Manasquan and
soreness of the muscles, wheth- state of Sonora preparatory to an InFor
was immediately dispatched to the
er Induced by violent exercise or
ally.
vasion by the main force of rebels
spot
W ilson cottage when
news came of
there Is nothing better than In this section, are said to have met
.
TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1912.
of
Out
the
mud,
bodies
Chamberlain's Liniment. This link
the governor's nomination. The gov dragged the
GREAT TUNNEL COMPLETED.
Corn weakened with wheat. Sep ment also relieves rheumatic pains. federal troops. Fighting Is believed
into which they had sunk deeply.
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 2. In ernor played his golf game alone this
to be in progress today near Bavlsne,
cents to Vs5 For sale by all dealers. '
Death was probably. Instantaneous. tember opened Vi
SO miles southeast of Agua Prleta.
the town of Spanish Fork, about 60 morning and did not even keep a
! VANIMAN BALLOON
cents
Sev- cents off at 71 cents to 71
He returned to the cottage Both bodies were badly crushed.
miles .south of. this city, a big cele- score.
bones were and seemed disposed to keep within
Miss
of
eral
Quimby's
about
convention
the
time the
resumbration was held today to mark the
WANTED
WANTED Large, clean eotton rags
Large, clean cotton rags
broken and there were many large that range. The close was steady at
dollar ed Its session.
EXPLODES IN AIR completion-- of the
at this office. Sc. a pound.
under last at this office. 5c. a pound.
who weighed 19U 71
bruises.
for
Willard,
September
Strawberry. Irrigation tunnel. Tne
pounds, hit the water face first and night
Harmon it not Unhappy
tunnel is the second largest of its
over one eye there was a gash from
Prices for oats followed the course
Columbus, Ohio, July 2. After bekind in the world. It pierces the solid
(Continued from Page One)
was flowing. He too, of other grain. September started fs
which
blood
the
rock of' one of the highest peaks of ing inarmed that Governor Woodrow
to
air currents The rirship passed oyer the Wasatch mountains, 2,000 feet be- Wilson or New Jersey had been nom- sustained several, " fractures and cents to cent down atto38 38 cents
most
If it may be termed a scieace
cents.
38
bruises.
reacted
cents
and
for
inated
the
1b
the Royal Palace hotel.
almost four
low Its crest, ..and
presidency, Governor
was An easy tone developed in the pro
include 9 means of presentin
"It then flew .over the southern miles long. It will divert an entire Judson Harmon sent the successful The clothing of both flyers with
covered
vision pit.. Intial transactions varied
section of the city. Soon after the river, the Strawberry, from one val- candidate a telegram congratulating torn and their bodies
cents
mud.
from last night's level to 2
proposition to the greatest iV
miles away him. When asked what he thought
pufi of smoke was seen, the men on ley to another forty-fiv- e
A troop of state cavalry, held the below, with - September
delivery
on
of
seen
the
were
ot
selection
Governor Wilson,
the airship
gathered
of prospective bayers. To reach this
and reclaim 50,000 acres of Utah land.
to $11.00
crowd back while Xrl George Shean-a- $18.72' for "pork; $10.97
Governor Harmon said:
side of the craft. Tht spectators,
staff
his
with
f"
field
ribs.
surgeon,
the
The
for
lard and $10.57
class in the southwest nsi the
-- recltotin any- - TEACHERS TO TOUR GERMANY. "1 do not care to stay anything and a nurse made hasty examina- for
wctHS. d'l-a- fi
were as follows:
quotations
closing
now.
about
You
it
until
can
am
steam
had
2.
I
On
the
suddenly
New
say
happened
York, July
thins
tions.
the huge bag was seen to buckle, from ship Grosser Ktorfurst, specially char pleased with the support accorded me The bodies were taken to the Wheat, July 106; Sept. 103.
Corn, July 73; Sept. 71.
the twoen ds, forming1 a perfect "U tered for the occasion, an army of by my boys."
hospital.
Qulncy
Oats, July 45; Sept. 38.
n
teachers recruited
here was no report, but Immediately
Flying high overhead at the time
Pork, July $18.30.
Roosevelt
the
toward
fell
of
the
country
Sayt Nothing.,
, the collapsed bag
from every section
was Miss Blanche Stuart
of
fall
the
Lard,
July $10.70.
New York, July 2. When the news
sailed today.to spend the summer in
i ocean with frightful velocity.
Scott, another avlatrice taking part in
$10.35.
Ribs,
July
the
of
nomination
WilHambe
men
of
could
Governor
"The forms of five
the Fatherland. After visiting
the meet, which had entered upon its
een plunging downward through the burg; Bremen, Cologne, Heidelberg, son was communicated to Theodore second
day. From her high altitude
Ir from the great height, their bod Stuttgart, Jena and other places of RooBevelt he declined to make any Miss Scott watched Miss Quimby's
comment. He said, however, that tie
1
ies turning over and over again.
interest, the teachers will gather at
splendid flight and was nearby when
the colossal would have something to say ater.
"Men on the board walk turned the Niederwald-Denkmathe gust upset the monoplane. In the
their eyes from the sight and women German national monument on the
excitement of the moment no one no
Flags all Sizes
Underwood Not Sore.
Cots and
creamed. A large launch on the way banks of the Rhine. Here an elabo
ticed the lone avlatrice, but when
OF
DAYS
ONLY
Washington, July 2. Representato the fishing ground blew a whistle rate musical program will be carried
Miss Quimby's
body was brought
Red-Whi- te
and
to attract the attention ot the other out, and there will be patriotic tive Oscar W. Underwood has sent ashore, all eyes were directed aloft
Bedding for Sale
the
to
Governor
following
Americans.
telegram
and
Inlet
the
In
time
Germans
a
short
boats and
speeches by,
seen
Miss
was
Scott
and
making
Woodrow Wilson at Sea Girt, N. J.:
waters were black with boats rushing
Blue Besting
circles over the field at a
or Rent
"Accept my congratulations on your sweeping
'
men."
to the aid of the
PRESIDENT GOES TO BEVERLY.
hundred
feet
five
about
of
nomination.
It will be my pleasure height
To a reporter who recently interWashington, D. C July 2 Presi- to
started to descend but
Twice she
support
your
candidacy to my ub each time was seen to falter. In anthe
viewed him Vanlman expressed
dent Taft and his family are arrang- most
strength.
.greatest confidence In the Akrofr.
other moment, summoning all her
ing to leave for their summer nome
(Signed)
Three of the widows of men killed at Beverly tomorrow. The president
she turned the nose of her ma
"OSCAR
W.
UNDERWOOD." nerve,
In the airship are Mrs. Vaniman, Mrs. plans to remain at Beverly until the
downward and landed safely,
chine
Beady-to-We- ar
Senators Congratulate Wilson.
Bourtlllion and Mrs. Elmer.
first of next w;eek. when he will rein her seat before any one
collapsing
All
senators
on
the democratic
the could
Mrs. Vanlman, although she fainted turn to Washington for the remalnaer
reach her.
on the porch of ner little dwelling of the present session of congress. f'oor upon the receipt of the news of
Woodrow
Wilson's nomination, Joined
wr-eshe saw her husband dropping As soon as the lawmakers have, fin
NEW MEXICAN SOLD.
to) his death, stood the strain better ished their labors, which they re ex in a congratulatory message to him.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 2. The con
The
message read:
than the others after she finally be- pected to do at an early date it tne
In the Santa Fe New
we congratulate jou and the trolling interest
came conscious and was upon her present hot weather continues, the
Mexican was todav acquit id by Bron-socountry upon your noni,p.U'. We
feet.
M, Cutting, a New Tork millionpresident will lose no time in rejoin-i- are confident of
you overclaiming
"Yes, I saw them fall," said Mrs.
his family in the Massachusetts
who is now residing in this city
aire,
' victory."
"I saw one man jump. coast town.
Vaniman
While details as to" the editorial
Clark In Washington.
$35.oo, $37.5o and $40.00 CJOO
Something tells me that It was my
policy of the New Mexican have not
In
Clark
MJU.kJCJ
arrived
Speaker
,
In
Champ
out
saw
Suits and Dresses
him
MONTICEXt.
3.
busband. I
spread
TO PURCHASE
been announced, it Is "understood that
Baltimore from Washington this af
,
2.
Tns
D.
the air, flat, as he fell anu then
convert
the
will
July
C,
Mr. Cutting
Washington,
paper
$22.50, $25.00 and $30.00
.
committee of congress friva a ternoon. He was driven In a taxicab Into a progressive publication,. and it
oh, I can scarcely speak of it
to
the
Suits and Dresses
Baltimore club where he went is said that
A.
All grew dark before me. They were public helping today on the measure
Miguel
Into
with
conference
Senator
former
must
have
it
so high in the air
the ,, purchase "y the
providing",
Otero will become the managing
$15.00, $17 50 and $20.00
Dubois and others. Senator Ston-- i
been a thousand feet."
government o' Monticello, lh9
editor.
Suits and Dresses
Mr.
.
Clark
said
not
to
would
the
go
The body of Calvin Vaniman Was and burial p1s.ce of Thomas Jelfor-sonFull details connected with the
convention.
Mr.
him
Clark
denied
"several
of
patThe head
i found and brought ashore.
are
Representatives
expected
change in management
was cut and the eyes blown out A riotic organ'za'.ions were h hand to self to newspaper men.
to be announced at the annual stockscar over his right eye showed where urge the passage of the measure.
holders' meeting to be held on July 8.
DIPPING SHEEF
lie had been struck by a pieceof the Monticello is now owned by RepresenThe consideration for the controllAlbuquerque, N. M., July 2. Tn
interest has not been made pubwreckage. Both legs and his left arm tative Jefferson Levy, who has mani
ing
'
Tvere broken and most of his ribs fested a willingness to. dispose of dipping of sheep In New Mexico, lic, but It is understood to have been
which Is quite a Job when it is conthe property of the government.
crushed in.
in the neighborhood of $50,000.
sidered the great number of sheep
A diver reported that beneath the
'
there are to dip, wilk be undertaker
NEW PARTY CONVENTION
water's surface he saw the features of
Dysentery Is always serious and ofwithin the next ten days. The New ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
2.
national
The,
In
of
the
the
New
man
car,
Tork,
a
July
forepart
Cholera
which lies In about 18 feet of water. convention of the new progressive Mexico Sheep sanitary board will cured. Chamberlain's Colic,
meet soon to fix the day for the start- and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
or
on
fan
held
will
at
be
made
Identification
mud
has
Chicago
The
party
even when malignant and epidemic.
of the work. The United States
For sale by all dealers
possible, but as this is the portion of about August 1, it was announced late ing
"THE
tbe ships where Vanlman was operat- today by Senator Dixon after a bureau, of animal Industry, which
STORE OF QUALITY"
20 Per Cent
Buy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
20 Per Cent
4g his dirigible, it Is believed the conference .with Colonel Roosevelt and maintains headquarters in Albuquer- Cholera
alis
Diarrhoea
and
Remedy
Off all
l
a number of Roosevelt leaders. Sen- que for New Mexico and Arizona, is most certain to be needed before the
ody is his.
Reductions
Manhattan
ator Dixon said that the formal call ready to proceed with the dipping summer is over. Buy it now and be
j Further back, near the fore engine,
on Men's
as soon as the order is given by the prepared for such an emergency. For
Shirts
Yog and arm could be distinguished, for the convention would be Issued In
from the wreckage. It was New York In a day by the temporary state board. By the systematic dip- sale by all dealers.
Union
Suits
Men
For
ping in New Mexico for a number of
'recovered and proved to be Guest's. committee on organization.
WANTED Large, clean cotton rags
years past the scabies have practicalThe. back of another body could be
at
this office. 5c. a pound.
'
been
saw.
ror
eradicated.
Old papers
near th,e center of the underoptic office ly
The main feature of the program la an opera based on the Finthe
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
nish national epic poemtue "Kale-iargeet dally and weekly circulation vala," and Is entitled "Aino, after
of any newspaper In Northwestern the well known Finnish
singer Mile.
New Mexico.
Aino Ackte, for ,whom It has been
composed and who will fill the title
TELEPHONES
role. M. Erkkl Melartin, the compos2
Main
OFFICE
BUSINESS
er of the opera, will conduct personMain
KBW9 DEPARTMENT
'
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The
Science of
Selling

Farms

OPTIC

German-America-

WANT COLUMNS

l,

MORE

3

BIG CLEAN UP SALE

-

--

Cut Prices In Ladies'
Apparel
One Fourth Off Entire Stock of Women's Waists
One Fourth Off Entire Stock of Women's Skirts

"

n

qq

$17.98
$12.79

'

hi-sn-

These Suits and Dresses

are all of a very fine make.

If you are thinking about making a purchase we cannot urge
upon you too strongly the values to be found in them. Please
bear in mind that all of these goods are new, 1912 stock.

,

-
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E.LasVegas.

-

n.m:

vtUAk

4.

Fireproof paper decorations, stream
ers, flats, eto. A. P. Moran.
Local view post carat at gchaefer's.
35 subjects. Always something new.
July Fourth decorations, for home
or business places. A. P. Moran.
Rev. Father P. Persooe ot Trinidad
came in last evening from Colorado.
Joe Trujillo came in last night from
Denver and will visit in Las Vegas
several days.
Santa Fe Conductor Claud IS. Ralo-ereturned last evening from a x
to Portfaud, Ore.
Dr. Vf. T. Brown drove la this afternoon from the Valmora Industrial
sanitarium at Valmora.
F.' Qulnn' of Albuquerque arrived
last night from the Duke City and
was here today on business.
A. Mj Fltz, a Banta Fe official of
Albuquerque, came in last, night from
the Duke City on business.'
Murray Carleton, Jr., came In last
night from his ranch and will be In
Las Vegas until after July 4.
G. A. Hale of Albuquerque arrived
In Las Vegas this aftrnoon ana will
be a visitor here several uays.
Harold D. Johnson, of the Chicago
Record-Heralis in Las Vegas to
cover the
fight for his
sheet. "'
H. H. Riley, a Santa Fe official in
La Junta, arrived last night. He was
accompanied to Las Vegas by Mrs.

OR REDUCTION

Always inquire ol us before buying elsewhere as

our prices remain the lowest for the highest class ol
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

'

Hoffman

&

Graebarlh

(The Popular Priced Store)

(Phone

Mam 104.

Flynn-Johnso-

FRYE'S HOTEL

I

REGULAR DINNER

25o
35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

Props.

Tonight at 8 o'clock Jn the office ;;ivat deal of fun. Somu of the
scribes are real comedians
Jack Curley on Lincoln avenue
nfBr0 v. iv smith f th iv,.,0.lthPre 18 no dinger of conversation
'tagging or the failure of a laugh to
Flynn bout will hold a eonfereiK'e be
passed around every minute.
with the two boxers and their man
Santa Fe will run a special train to
agers. At this meeting ail matters Las Vegas on July 4, according to
pertaining to the fight will be dis- njews received this morning by Procussed
and definitely fixed. Th moter Jack Curley. The train will be
gloves to be used will be examined conducted by Mark Levy, director of
and officially accepted or rejected. the New Mexico Athletic club, and
Three pairs of gloves have 'been ob- will bring several hundred fight fans
tained, made to the measurements of here. The Santa Fe people will come
the fighters. Thus, should the pair to the Meadow City with the Intenwith which the fight is started be tion of boosting the De Vargas day
damaged, there' will be no delay while celebration, which is to occur In the
new mitts are being obtained
The Capital City on July 5.
fighters and referees also will discuri
Last evening representatives of the
the possibility of a police finish. It Miles Brothers Motion Picture con
is understood both Flynn and Johnson psny of San Francisco, which win
I

n

o

uiiwuuu
i:,"r.;i,,.',.i.g:';i:rT2Si

OF

was

There

considerable

where he has been for the past month
visiting friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Delgado of Belen are
In Las Vegas visiting relatives Mr.
Delgado is a brother of Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of the West side.
Miss Marie Arnold of Raton and
Miss Marie Watrqus of Chicago are
in Las Vegas, guests of Mrs. D. J.
Leahy. Miss Arnold is a niece of Mrs.

The Car For Service
1Y

d

'

DALIIART

-

,

LOSES

TO GALLANT

MAROONS
LOCAL BOY8 TAKE THE MEASURE
OF TEXAS LADS BY SCORE
OF 13 TO 3

yesterday afternoon
lefeated the Dalhart club by a score
of 13 to 3. The Texas boys complained about the altitude,' which
they
doubtless felt, as they went way up
in tie air several times to a remarkable height Tommy Lochard pitched for the locals and struck ,out 16
of the opposing batsmen. The two
teams were scheduled to play again
this afternoon and tomorrow.
The box score:
...
)r fiff,gql(f
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Dalhart

i"

Maroons

B. Schlofman,

ss.

Schlofman, 2b.
Scott, lb
A. Lyons, c.
Cavanaugh, cf. . .
C. Kilbourne, 3b.
E. Kilbourne, If.
Braley, rf
Lynch, p
A.
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John Young arrived last evening on
train No. 2 from Winslow, Ariz., for
a visit in Las Vegas with friends.
Mr. Young formerly resided in Las
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TEARNEY

will demand a decision by the referee
in such a contingency, as they do not
wish a newspaper decision.
Al Tearney of Chicago, ' official

H-- F.
Sub-Agen-

ts

Automobile & Garage Co.,
Wanted

STATE AGENTS

Las Vegas, N.

M
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0
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7 24 17
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Las Vegas
...AB.R.H.PO.A.E.
Clark, If.
,...3 3 1 2 1 0
3 3 3 17 1
0
-Buckles, c
4 2 1 0 0 0
J. Lyons, cf.
OF CHICAGO
5 2 3 3 2 1
Lockhart, ss
5 1 3 0 1
1
Owens, 3b
lake the official pictures of the fight, Ellis, rf.
5
0
arrived on the Chicago Limited.
5 1 1 2 0 1
Mclntyre,' lb
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New Ward, 2b
4 0
Mexico mounted
police will have Lochard, p.
4 0 1 0 2 0
charge of the arena and will preserve
the best of order. Captain Fornoff
38 13 15 27 8 4
Totals
has announced that no combustible
The score by Innings:
or noise making apparatus will be al'
12
lowed in the arena or its immediate Dalhart
0
2
vicinity.
Captain Fornoff wishes to Las Vegas
1 1 0 0 2 0 5 3 x 13
avoid any possible gun plays and will
Summary: Stolen bases Lockhart,
be the better able to do so if no fire
Owens, Ward. Sacrifice hits Buckles.
crackers are allowed. The arena is Sacrifice
fly Lyons. Two base hits
being guarded every night for fear
E Kilbourne, Buckles 2. J. Lvons
some fanatic may set it afire.
Lockhart 3, Ellis.
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For ordinary everyday use, week after week, and month after
car at any price will give you more faithful or
enduring service than an Everitt "30" at 11,250.
It baa the power, the (peed, the roominess and the comfort
that you need. It Is big enough but not too big. It la as simple
any good car can be. It will atay in order and keep running
under the most trying conditions. And It can be operated by yourself t a fraction of the usual "automobile upkeep post.
This last point la especially Interesting. Its truth can be readily demonstrated. The car will average 18 miles to the gallon ot
fueL The Urea are unusually large, and therefore,
Ton need no chauffeur any member of your family can drive an
"Everitt JO."
Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
when yon can get all the real advantages of the costliest in the
Thirty" at so reasonable a figure? Think it over, and let na
show you the car.'
month, no motor

wear-resistin-

Leahy.

v
,
Vegas.
Mrs. Vear C. Rathbohe of Santa Fe
Is a visitor in Las Vegas, the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Bernhard. Mrs.
Rathbone was formerly a resident of
Las Vegas.
F. D. Howell and C. D. Black, mesa
farmers, were in Las Vegas today
from their holdings. They report
good rains, and excellent progress
with crops.
H. E. Aldrich, manager of the Flor-shieMercantile company ot Spring-

The Everitt "30"

inquiry

Inafter he received his
The officers say, however,
juries.
that they were afraid to move the
man while he was bleeding so

The

re

'"

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

plot, and became crazed with feart at
the mention of a name that sounded
He was traveling In the
like his.
company of a fellow Italian, who continued eastward on train No. 2, but It
is believed that the man was only an
acquaintance made on the Journey
across the country.
Some man on the train said that
Demitreg had taken several drinks
during the day's Journey and It may
that he Is only temporarily insane
as a result of the effect of the liquor.

about the city this morning as to why
the man should have 'been allowed to
remain
outdoors In the rain so long
and

'

SUNDAY DINNER

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

Flynn-Johnso-

,

Rate3 $3.00 Per Day

BARNES & RUSH,

n
Matters Pertaining to the
Bout to Be Discussed
W.
Ed
Smith Tonight in the Curley Offices
By Principals and
Both Battlers Are for a Decision in Case of a Police Finish
Al Tearney Arrives From Chicago
.
He Is the Official
Stakeholder for the Bout.

county.
Misa Gladys Trainer, who has been
In Chicago,
during the paBt year
studying vocal music, will return
home this evening.
Attorney W. G. Hay don is expected
in this evening from Columbia, Mo.,

i

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Cafe De Luxe

AH

turned yesterday afternoon from a
short business trip Into Guadalupe

.40 miles north of Las Vegas

I

TV0 BIG FIGHTERS

WITH THE

PI V

TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1912.

n

Ralney.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena

Wagon Mound, New Mexico

OPTIC,

REFEREE TO HOLD A CONFERENCE

PERSONALS
NECESSITY

Daily

1110

12 11

We are prepared to supply you with the hi hest grade,
fast color Flags and Buuting in any quantity you may wish, at
exceptionally low prices. All new, 48 star goods.
5 Ft.x8Ft Fast Color, Heavy Grade
$2.50
Flag
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting Flag
4.00
32x43 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
. 50c
ast
Color
unit tncnes, t
Flag, Mounted
ii.2c
15x24 inches; Fast Color Flag, Mountedisc
11x16 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
lOc
No.' 5, Printed Flags, 6x9j inches, per dozen
15c
No. 4, Printed Flags, 5x7 inches, per dozen
lOc
Waterproof Government Bunting,
7c
per yd
Waterproof Double Faced, "Passaic" Bunting,
,
per yard...........
10c
-

,

Tri-Colo- r,

Tri-Colo- r,

stakeholder for the
bout was expected to arrive here this
evening. Mr. Tearney is a prominent
Las Vsas'Loadin Store
man of Chicago and has been fore3456789
most In national sports and foremost
0000010
for
in
aorta.
many
years.
Chicago politics
er, came in last night from the
This evening In the Commercia'
Mr. Aldrich made the trip to 11
club rooms a smoker will be given fo
Vegas In his toulrlng car.
Established 1862
South SidePkja.
the visiting newspaper men. It is said
,'
King-landPaul Mclntosn, a dentist of
nas
Ariz., arrived
yesterday and some interesting entertainment
will be In Las Vegas for a short visit been provided and there will he a
Three hase
with friends, Dr. Mcintosh was forDouble plays
Mclntyre.
the spot where he fell until af Lockhart to Ward to Mclntyre. Struck
merly a resident of Las Vegas.
ter the arrival of the physicians, but out by Lynch 3, ty Lochard 16. Bas
Beldetti-wh- o
haa been INSANE TRAVELER
MrB.I-S.
es on halls off Lynch 2, off Lochard
was well covered with a tarpaulin.
fnLaa Vegas for the past several
Hit by pit
pitch Lochard.
TRIES TO END LIFE Demitrez was enroute from San 3. Wild
;eefea;;at; St. Anthony's sanitarium,
OPPOSITE THE V. M. C. A.
returned to the Belden farm on the
Francisco to New York and also had cher- A. Lyons, Buckles. Time of
mesa ye'rterday afternoon. Mr. Bel(steamship transportation to Italy. He game 1:50. Umpires Houston and
denf came: In yesterday morning, ac GEORGE DEMITREZ SLASHES HIS was fairly well dressed, and had $65 Sorensen.
THROAT WITH KNIFE WHEN
companying his wife home.
in gold and a draft on a San Fran
TAKEN FROM TRAIN
State Land Commissioner Robert
cisco bank on his person. The offi
E. Erveln accompanied by Mrs. Er- cers have telegraphed to the hank and ASSOCIATED PRESS
Insane and suffering tinder the delu- also to one address In San Francisco
vein, Mrs. cW. C. McDonald, Traveling
Auditor Howell Ernest, and John sion that some one was after his in the hope that something more can
HEN IN THE CITY
Erveih, stopped off In Las Vegas last money and his life, George Demitre, be learned of the man. Passengers
2
on the train said that he had remark
night en route by automobile from a passenger on Santa Fe train No.
Clayton to Santa Fe, continuing to the last night attempted suicide' on the ed that he had been In San Francisco SIMPSON AND GEISTLICH
ARE
station platform, by stabbing himself six years and was en route to his
Worth $2,00 to $3,00 a Pound in Choice Fancies
THE DUET WHO WILL HANCapital City this morning.
was home in
DLE THE BIG FIGHT.
Italy for a visit with his sis
Jess Nusbaum, who was formerly with a small pen knife. Demitrez
a resident of Las Vegas, arrived yes taken with a fit of insanity as the ter.
Sale
Glorieta mounFor the purpose of getting the news
According to the Btory of personi
terday from Washington where he train was crossing the
for
the
has' been in the employ of the gov tain. Santa Fe officers here had been traveling In the smoking car, where of the
fight
$3.95 for $5.00 Drop side MetaJ Couches
ernment Mr, Nusbaum will be a vis notified of the man's condition and Demitrez was a passenger, his actions millions of readers of the Associated
2
No.
pull-- j were normal
train
as
were
station
at
the
he
Glori
reached
,
Press
until
con
in
the
Kirke
several
$1.40 Ea.ch for Canvas Cots
Las
world,
itor
throughout'
days,
vVegas
Ben Wil- eta, where three members of the San Simpson and Robert E, Geistlich
of
tinuing on to Santa Fe where he will ed in. Officers Wells and
be employed by the Archaelogical so liams took charge of the patient, and ta Fe engineering corps boarded the the San Francisco offices of that great
Williams was leading him along the train. It seems that these three men news bureau are in the city. They
Oppose y. m. c. a.
ciety.
to
man
when
the
mentioned
name
a
arrived
attempted
discussion
a
in
on
platform
last
of
the Chicago
Thomas McMHL'n, chief of police
night
a knife which was similar to "Demitrez." This Limited and will be here until July 5.
Albuquerque, came In yesterday from end his life. Demitrez. pulled
Both Simpson and Geistlich are
the Duke City and will be here nntil out of his pocket and had It open attracted fie attention of the Italian,
NOTED GERMAN TO VISIT US.
the evening of July 4 to assist In up before Wifllams noticed what the For some unknown reason he con men long trained In the newspaper OREGON MOTHERS' CONGRESS.
New York, July 2. Among the notWilliams graonea cluded that these men were plotting business. Mr. Simpson has covered
Eugene, Ore., July 2. Prominent
holding .the . dignity of the law be man was doing.
tween ' now and the championship the man's wrist, hut before he could to rob and murder htm. He went to large numbers of big boxing battles educators of Oregon are here today ed passengers on. the steamship
battle. Chief McMHlln came to Las pin his arms to his side, Demitrez had the conductor, Richard Prltchett, and and has distinguished himself In the to address sessions of the Congress Amerika, due to reach New York toasmorrow, Is Dr. Hermann Paascbe,
begged him to protect him from the general service of the Associated of Mothers and
Vegas1 at the request of the Santa Fe gashed his neck twice.
secret service department and also Physicians were called, but It was three men. He later went to leaders Press. Mr. Geistlich Is an expert sociation, held in connection with the first vice president of the German
the local authorities. McMlllin Is if 40 minutes before medical aid arriv of the party of surveyors and, on telegraph operator. For years he has summer school of the University of reichstag, and leader of the national
Dur- been at the ringside at every big Oregon., Mrs. F, L. Talt of Portland, liberal party. Dr. Paasche is making
man of long experience In police work ed. Two doctors dressed the man s his knees, pleaded for mercy.
een
and heavyweight battle. In Simpson and president of the Oregon State Associa- a world tour for the purpose of studyhetv
Glorieta
the
been
had
In
which
Journey
bleeding
ing
no
assistance
doubt
of
wounds,
and
will be
running down confidence men and freely, owing to the fact that the Jug- Las Vegas Conductor Prltchett, as- Geistlich the Associated Press has tion of Mothers' clubs, ,s presiding, ing systems of government and pus-li- e
questions of general importance.
crooks. Captain Fred Fornoff and Of- ular vein had been punctured, and he sisted by Conductor C. E. Ralney, picked out two men to handle the and the scheduled speakers Include
ficer C. F. Lambert of the state mount- was taken to the Ias Vegas hospital. quieted the Insane man and succeed- fight who will get the dope for the Dr. Galvin S. White, chairman of the He Is particularly interested In legisstate board of health. Dr. Bertha lation for the abolition or restriction
ed police came in from Santa Fe Sat- The man's condition Is uncertain, hut ed in holding him until the appear- public and get it quickly and
Williams
Wells
ance
of
and
Officers
the
Colare
of.
Stewart,
opin
physical Instructor for wom- of the liquor traffic He will vlslt
John
and
attending
physicians
Sergeant
urday night
In
Las
of.
train
Is
the
en
state university, and Dr. many of the principal cltios of the
the
at
arrival
viol
after
the
recover.
He
will
lier and other memhers of the force ion that he
e
PERSONAL Five sporting postcards George Rebec of the University of United States and Canada.
to he on hand to ently Insane and at times It takes Vegas.
will Join
Some are of he opinion that Demi-tfefor 10c. Miss Alice Banner, Box 6, Michigan. The sessions will conclude
render police assistance to trie local the strength of four men to hold him
tomorrow.
was fleeing from a black hand
Station R, New York City.
in bed. Demitrez was not moved from
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
authorities If necessary.
Flynn-Johnso-
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OLD RIPY WHISKEY

COOHS GOLDEN BEER ON
--

All

C3AUGHT--

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

THE ROSENTHAL

x

FOR FLAGS AND BUNTING

-

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer

ALSO NAVAJO BLANKETS

Delivered Free.

5i5 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

sec
There Is mor Catarrh m this
an
tion of the country tnan until
the last
cD3 nut tneether. and
few years was supposed to he incur
able. For a great many
and
tors pronounced it a local disease
and by
local
remedies,
prescribed
local
constantly failing to cure with
it Incurable.
treatment, pronounced
a
Science has proven Catarrh to be
constitutional disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment.
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Ohio,
by F J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Is the only Constitution?.! cure on the
market. It Is taken Internally ln
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., ToTake Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

kles,

I

Family Trade Solicited

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

hits-Buc-

con-

AdE. Romero, Jr., of the Romero
of
Albuquerque,
vertising company
came In this afternoon from the Duke
In
City for a visit of several days
company
The
advertising
Las Vegas.
lias a branch office here.

iAli

A POUND

Cots a.nd Bedding For Rent or

Flynn-Johnso-

n

Only at The Rosenthal

Parent-Teacher-

him-her-

z

s'

'

a vtaAS daily orric. Tuesday, july
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Estray Advertisement

Estray Advertisement

BUSINESS

.

.

T

..DIRECTORY
C MITRAL

HOI EL

'MRS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, fJ. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
416

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire,

T

Notice is hereby given, to whom !t
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
t:
One dark bay, spot in
forehead, stallion, 675 lbs., 134 hands
high, S years old.

1

nnor

2, 1912.

j

To-wl-

r

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Win. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
One black mare, 8 years,
S90 lbs..
To-wi- t:

Branded
p- - On loft hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12. 1912, said date being
10 days after last
appearand of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

1
Branded
,
On left hip
OJ
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date beln3
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.

Lyiscipiine
Hammond noticed that his wile
looked tired one Saturday afternoon
when he returned home early from the
ofTlce. When he spoke of It she ad
mitted that she was pretty well worn
out, and when he discovered that she
had dropped a tear on the lapel of his
coat he Instated that she should take
an afternoon off.
You're worn out taking care of
that youngster," be said. "Now, you
Just trot along to the matinee or anywhere you feel like going, and I'll atHe needs a
tend to the offspring.
little masculine discipline, anyway."
Mrs. Hammond demurred on the
ground that she didn't want Hammond
to devote all his Saturday afternoon
to taking care of the baby, but Hammond was determined and eventually
had his way.
You're the dearest thing that ever
lived," . murmured his wife, as she
kissed him good by. "But I'm afraid
you'll be sorry. Baby Is so eo efferves-

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
wner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st
21.
June
last pub. July 2. '12.
pub.
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
E. B. Deschamps, Baeyeros, N. M.
One spotted cow, 8 years.
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
L. E. Lurabley, West Tularosa, N. M.
One red bald face stag.
about 10 years. 700 lbs.
tsranaea
p
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertl tnenta charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.

ALWAYS
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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Harry
Keeper

Records and Seal

Merti. second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. VUitlng
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Kxalted Fiulr. D. V,
Condon. Secretary.
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On left ribs
LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No, t, ROYAL
ATTOKNKY8
ARCH MASONS Rsplar eoavoca- Said animal being unknown to this
tloa lrst Monday la each
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
HUNKER
HUNKER
month at aCaaoal Tembefore July 12, 1912, said date being
A- - Huntw
R- - Geo. H. Hunker
M.
Cbosler
at
T:t
a.
p.
10 days after last appearance of this
JLaiUjLi-Xl- ii
pi,
A.
O.
Law.
T.
at
WlUiama, H. P.;
cent."
Attorneys
advertisement, said estray will be sold
New Mails
Pooh!" scoffed Hammond. Then by this Board for the benefit of h
Blood. Secretary.
Las Vagaa.
be smiled In a superior way.
Carriage, Manufacturer,
owner
found.
when
When he returned to the living room
P1IV8ICIANH
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN 2.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
'General Blacksmithing
t, O. E.
Hammond found his Bon, who was
-Hata first and third Fridays In
Albunuerquo, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
seated on a small stool and looking
DR. H. W. HOUF
Carriage Painting
aCaaoal Tampla Mrs. T. & Bowan,
quite Impossibly virtuous, gravely con- 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Matroa; James
Rut! edge
DEALER IN
templating the landscape from the
Office 506'4 Grand Avenue
front window. The situation appeared
Mrs. George Trips,
Worthy
Patron;
Advertisement
Advertisement
Estray
Estray
!Res. Main 29X Office Main 4
Phones
Heavy Hardware andjG
on
so
Hammond
down
the
sat
easy,
Secretary. Psone Main I2, 120
Notice is hereby given to whom it AN Al competent bookkeeper, lady.
is
to
whom It
Notice
hereby
given
10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Office
hours
chair nearest the Infant and pulled
Graad aranoa.
Wtgron Material
desires position after July 4. Phone
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following deout his oldest and smelliest pipe.
Main 60.
What do you say to having a scribed estray animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken up by
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
smoke, old man?" he Inquired, Jocu- Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
LOCAL TIME CARD
10 J Meets
t:
One iron gray horse 4 or WANTED At once, 50 boys between
One light bay horse, 9
evsry Monday night at
larly.
O. R. C. HalL on Douaiaa avnn at
"Ough!" replied the baby, approv- years, 750 lbs., 14
12 and 18 years. Easy work, big pay,
hands high.
years, black mane and tall.
EAST BOUND
8 ' O'clock.
ingly. Then he squirmed off his stool
VUitlnjr mamW.
Branded
Call Piaaa Electric Co., Bridge SI- Branded
CLAY AND HAVENS
M- Arrive
and went and stood by his father's
cordially welcome,
k. rwirtn?
On left hip
On left shoulder
Bide.
. 1:16 p. ss
president; J. T. Bualar. sacrataxv: No. J.. . t:ie p, m..
WANTED
to
Said
unknown
this
animal
waitresses
Branded
and
Waiters,
being
a
the
Stables.
"Rather
Sales
good stunt, having
.11:10 p. m.
C. H. Bally, treasnrar.
.11:06 p m..
..
No.
livery, Feed and
On left Jaw
feminine element take itself off occa- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
pastry cook, at Plaza Hotel.
. 1:25 a. m
No. 8.. ,. 1:16 a, m..
sionally, hey?" Hammond Inquired before July 12, 1912, said date being
, Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Said animal being unknown to this
. m
. 2:10
. 1:45 p. m..
No.
10..
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
pleasantly, as he pushed the tobacco 10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Phone Main 71 down into his pipe with his little fin1202 National Ave
Meet
In
the forest of brotneri
advertisement, said estray will be sold before July 12, 1912, said date being
WEST BOUND
ger. He laid the pipe on the arm of
love at Woodmen of the Wort,
1:20 p. m.......l:46 p. m
the chair, rose and crossed over to by this Board tor the benefit of ' the 10 days after last appearance of this FOR SALE One fox terrier, well
No. 1
on
hall
the second and fourth Tr
owner when found.
,
the mantel to get a match.
6:15 p.
a. m.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
No. S
trained, $3.00. Call at 509 Sixth St.
6:10
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"Humph!" said the baby in a muf4:60 p.
by this Board for the benefit of the
7.
4:40 p. m.
No.
JOHN N. KINNEY
O.
Consul;
Laemml6, Clerk. VU:
fled tone.
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
FOR SALE At a bargain.
7:00 p. as
Twelve
m
No.
6:36
p.
Hammond turned In time to see htm 1st
lng neighbors are especially
pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
room house, modern.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Apply 80:1
coma and cordially invited.
cramming as much of the pipe's stem
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Jackson.
Albuquerque, N. M.
down his throat as he could conveniAn Increasing number of people re1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Estray Advertisement
ently Insert there. However, as his
port
regularly of the satisfactory reJ.
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
MA
NO.
whom
to
it
40,
Main
Notice
la hereby given
Phone
FOR SALE Bay colt three years old,
Clith and Douglas.
father leaped toward him, he gave a
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MACEDONIANS
HEAR
MUSIC
MADE BY ASDUL HAMID'S
WIVES.

Salonika, Macedonia,1 July 2. This
ity has been In a constant state of
suppressed excitement, momentarily
expecting to hear the "boom" of Italian guns, ever since the Italian fleet
began Its activities in tne classic
Aegean sea. Salonika is the chief
port and city of European Turkey. It
is & sort of "second capital," for on
the outskirts of the town is the beautiful villa that confines and at tne
same time protects Abdul Hamid,
former sultan, of Turkey.
Abdul the "Infamous," as he was
characterized during the height of his
reign at the Golden Horn Abdul
Hamid, whom the civilized world at
various times held responsible for the
massacre of thousands of Christian
Armenians, Is Immured for the remainder of his life in a sleepy villa
here, unless the guns of the Italian
fleet drive him and his guard out. Every time the Italian ships are reported within a couple of hundred miles
of Salonika there is a stir of activity
in the vicinity pf Abdul Hamlas
It is no secret that at the
first approach of the Italian ships
the former, padlshah will be quickly
hustled from Salonika.
The "Mystery of Abdul Hamid."
That Abdul Hamid Is still a name
to be conjured with in Certain Turkish
circles is evident from the extreme
care with which he is guarded by the
government of the new regime. So
closely is he kept and such care has
villa-priso-

been exercised to prevent anyone,
from communicating with him that,
at various times, doubt has been
as to whether he is still alive.
Continental newspapers refer to it as
the "Mystery of Abdul Hamid."
The new government of Turkey
seems to fear him as much as he was
feared when 'he was still on his

ing with brush and palette, utterly
unconscious of what is goln on in
the world outside.
He is happy and contented, so it
was said. The former sultan, whom
the civilized world has charged at various times with being the cause of
much shedding of Christian blood,
is fond of bright colors when he

throne in Constantinople. Requests
to be allowed to sea him were received, first, with utter amazement by
the authorities, then with suspicion,
and finally courteously but emphatically denied when it was Been that the
applicant was an American newspaper man who, of course, "didn't know
any better" than to make such an Impossible request.
Even the commander-in-chie- f
of tne
troops in Salonika is not allowed to
enter the villa. Only the former sultan's physician, the officer In command of the guard, who is responsible
for the Bafety of his charge with his
own life, and two or three other officers especially picked foT the post,
by the powers that be la Constantino-

paints.
Of his vast harem, only half a dozen women have been left to blm.
These occasionally amuse their lord
as In days gone, with dancing. The
old fellow evidently likes piano music, for the strains of dreany waltzes
occasionally float over the villa wails.
None of the women will ever leave
the villa white their master is still
They are prisoners
alive, if then.
with him.

PECULIAR INSURANCE
London, July 2. For the annual
modest fee of sixpence (12 cents in
American money) as long as you live
in England you can avoid the discomfort of being buried alive.
ple,
Among the' many and varied BritHemmed In By Walls.
ish organizations for the promotion
High walls surround the "Villa
of the general welfare Is the Asso
It is best to gaze at it from
ciation for the Prevention of Premaa respectful distance for a near apture Burial, which hitherto has been
proach Is likely to meet with
little known to the public. Since the
end of a rifle. "Sound as the devil"
recent announcement of Its unique
replied the military surgeon assigned and
Inexpensive plan to circumvent
to the former sultan when asked how
s
undertakers, however,
Abdul Hamid was.
there has been a rush of applicants
Gall Pasha, commander of the
for membership. To each member is
guard, was about equally as voluble. issued a ticket
bearing the holder's
Still he was not averse to saying that
name, of the association, Inclosed In
the
received the best of a neat leather case which is to be
care and the attention to which his
carried always on the person. The
former high state and rank and birth ticket
requests that immediate notifientitled him.
sent
the as-

theutt

over-zealou-

,

Painting One of His Hobbies.
If a careful sifting of the various
reports that one hears here, and he
little said confidentially by those
who, it would seem, ought to know,
can be depended 'apon, Abdul Hamid
spends his days sleeping in the bath
tub, in a little cabinet shop and daub

the secretary of
cation be
sociation In 'the event of the holder's
death, or supposed death, away from
home.
That official thereupon will
telegraph the nearest medical examiner to make the death tests approved by the association.
Incidentally the association Is endeavoring to persuade parliament to

v

r

JULY 2, 1912.

revise the antiquated and Inadequate
burial laws of the I'nited Kingdom.
It Is stated that last year there were
6,688 cases In which no certificate of
the cause of death had been given
by either physician or coroner.
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No young woman, to ths Joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepars her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon ths car
sh bestows upon herself during tha

111.
111.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER IS 91.
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Oct. 812 Springfield, 111.
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anniversary today.
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Charles
Canada.
In all parts of
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Phoenix,
it JuBtly entitled to be called Cana!
more
Man."
It
da's "Grand Old
BIGGEST DRYDOCK FOR CANADA.
than half a century since he becanre
Ottawa, Ont, July 2. The time
tor
the
a hlstorio figure by defeating
limit
expired today for the reception
Nova Scotia assembly the Hon. Josof
for the construction of the
bids
eph Howe, then leader of the liberal
Canldan drydock, which Is to
great
one
was
of
He
in
that
colony.
party
the largest in the world. The
the great leaders in. the movement be
dock is to be built either on the SL
which brought the Dominion of CanCharles river or the Beau port flats,
ada into existence and is now thi
on the Quebec side, or at St. Joseph
Conledora-tion- .
of
Father
enly surviving
de Ievis. The dock will be 1,150 feet
During his active career he .ld
long, 137 feet wide and 27 feet deep.
federal
of
of
the
most
the portfolios
The
government itself will not build
ministry at various times, as well as
the
but the company or firm
dock,
the premiership of Nova Scotlt tnd
whose
Is
bid
accepted will be in line
the office of high commlssionc of
a
for
of Z
per cent for 45
subsidy
Canada in London.
years on $5,000,000.
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OLD RUMOR OF SPECIAL MAIL
waiting months. Mother's Friend
TRAIN IS REVIVED ONCE
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and Its us
MORE.
makes her comfortable during all th
term. It works with and for nature,
For several months the old rumor snd by gradually expanding all tisthat the Santa Fe was to run a sues, muscles and tendons. Involved,
and keeping the breasts in good conthrough express ana mail train from dition, brings the woman to tha crisis
Chicago to the coast, has gained in In splendid physical condition. Th
and additional Jaby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
vigor

24-2- 8

5

2

15-26-- 6

START

OF WESTERN

CIRCUIT.

Marshall, Mich., July 2. Quartered
track on the outat the half-milskirts of this city are many of the
h
trotters and pacers that are to
the sport that marks the first
link of the Great Western circuit, the
season of which begins with the local
meeting starting this afternoon. The
circuit managers this year have arranged a most ambitious program.
Their plans provide for a season of
continuous racing lasting until November 9, on which date the final
meeting will conclude In Phoenix,
Ariz. From Marshall the horses will
go to Grand Rapids
for the Joint
meeting with the Grand circuit there
next week.

NO

e

fur-nls-

surprisingly,
strength has been added In the last
few days by statements from express
and mall workers. These declare that
the Santa Fe must have this train in
order to get the Wells-Fargexpress
matter into Los Angeles and other
California cities within competing
time of certain other
lines. Ths mall workers expect
that the extra fast service run for
the express people will be utilized to
carry a mall car or two, with a full
crew, all the way t,o the coast, probably, though possibly with a smaller
CONGRESS OF UNIVERSITIES.
London, July 2. The Congress of allowance for clerks east of AlbuUniversities of the British Empire, querque.
The train has been talked of and
for which preparations have been
talked
of, but there has been nothits
a
for
year, began
making
nearly
sessions in London this morning with ing doing in the way of results. Kail-roaLord Rosebery, chancellor of the "Unpeople admit that such a scheme
iversities of the London and Glasgow, is In the air, but now the story is
in the chair. The attendance was that something tangible will be promade up of delegates representing duced when the officials gather to
more than fifty of the leading Insti- arrange the fall time card. This time
tutions of learning of the United card is expected to witness a number
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, of important changes in the Santa
Canada, Australia and other portions Fe's train service, including the runof the empire.
Specialization among ning of the first Frisco through trains
will be one of them
universities and
The Santa Fe already runs such a
and refor
search students were tha chief topics train between Chicago and Kansas
of discussion at the initial session.
City. This train comes through to
o

strong where the mother has tins
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could b
liven a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; It Is
medicine that has proven its valu
in thousands of

eases.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

stores.
Irug
Write for

fTffTIIElS

free

book for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BKADnELO REGULATOR CO., AduU. C.

the coast as No. 7, but the equipment
is changed at Kansas City

'

d

inter-tmlTergl-

post-gradua-

,

N. J. Gorham, cashier bank or
Woodville, Woodvllle, Ga., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains In his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. I have
more benefit from them than any other medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
Buy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is almost certain to be needed before the
summer is over. Buy it now and ba
prepared for such an emergency. For
sale by all dealers.
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To your friends back home, until after the Fourth of July.

It contains the latest news
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Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because
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Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
....
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price by mail is 50 cents a month.
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Bwharach't

Fill,

PLENTY OF GOODS TO DRAW

for flags una bunting

SCHAFFHER
& MARX

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Opera Bar.

tit

We have put on

Therefore do not

HART

Paoharach's.

See window

display

it

of new mid

summer felts. Strass'.

additional delivery wagons and extra help and
are in position as usual to meet your wants
quickly and thoroughly.

An Al competent bookkeeper,

desires position after July

hesi-

4.

lady,

Only U. Sy Inspected

meat'

Our entire line of summer millinery

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct front distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
In

For something good to eat, the
has 'em all over a barrel. Get

Bit-mar- k

thatf

The reception tonight at the Commercial club rooms is for visiting and
People wanting accommodations or
local newspaper men, all of whom are
meals at Porvenir hotel, please tele
Invited to be present Members of
phone before leaving the city to M.
the club are urged also to attend.
.
Romero, Porvenir.

THE CASH GROCER

"THE STOR.E THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY"

B. W.

Hart, through bis attorney,
Charles W. O. Ward, this morning
dismissed the suit he recently filed
against Promoters Curley and O'Mal-le- y
of the Johnson-Flynfight It Is
understood that settlement was made
between the promoters and Mr. Hart.

FOR THE 4th

For the next three days only, July
3 and 4, we will sell etent copies of
the latest popular muslo for $1.00. The
Benigno Romero Book and Stationery
Co., Bridge street, Las Vegas, N. M.
fight.
2.

Onions

Celery

New Potatoes
Peas
Wax Beans
Radishes
Soup Bunches
Parsley
Beets
Cucumbers
New Cabbage
Turnips

Squash
String Beans
Fresh Tomatoes
Carrots

Watermellons
Peaches
Table Cherries

Gooseberries
Pie Cherries
Grape Fruit

Oranges

Bananas

Cantaloupes
Apricots

Currants

v
:

Berries

i

I

Jack Johnson, champion
of the
world, bought a Rex Vulvanizer of
Frank J. Burkley of Kansas City, Mo.
He says no car is complete without
one. Mends your automobile tires at
home or on the road. Call and see
it demonstrated on Fountain Square.
s

SPECIAL
We have just received a large and

varied line of dainty and desirable
LIngere Dresses which we have put
In stock subject to our Bala discount
of
off. You'll find some
very unusual values In the line.
one-thir- d

J.

H.

STEARNS

PUR.E THINGS TO EAT

vVe

SCRtEN COG:.,

have on hand a complete stock of
WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

-

LAS VE&AS LUTJBER GO.
Phone Main

150

Old Town

ROSENWALD'S.

During the month of June, 18 bound
volumes were added to the shelves of
the Carnegie library by gift, vrhich
raised the number of books from
7,365 volumes to 7,383. One thousand
two hundred and sixty volumes were
loaned from the library during the
month of June, and the library was
used by 1,934 persons.
Twenty-on- e
cards were Issued to new patrons.
There are at the (present time four
daily papers, eight weekly feriodicals,
and 11 monthly magazines on the
tables In the reading rooms.

FOR

FEW DAYS

A

A. K.
SINGER
CHIROPODIST
TREATS ALL ILLS

OF THE

FEET WITHOUT

PAIN OR

DANGER OF INFECTION.
Call Main 384 for appointment

At

Hotel La Pension

Tbe Home of The Best of Everyttiing Eatable

Dont Forget That We Have a Full Line

of, JMeats

Namely

Beef, Pork, Mutton Veal, Sausages of
All Kinds and Smoked Meats f r

Las Vegas Steam
-Laundry
Phone Mala 81

FOR A "SANE" FOURTH.
rnose who may wish to escape
noise and crowds on the Fourth and
spend the day in the green forest,
can go out to Harvey's on Wednesday and return Friday. Special rate
for all charges of the trip, $6. Tele
phone Murphey's for passge.

TONIGHT

Isis

Isls

10c

Isis

1
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PREACHER GOES TO JAIL

Pittsburgh, July 2. Dr. W. D. Mc
Farland, a prominent .educator who
was found guilty of causing the death
of his secretary, Elsie Dodds Coe, by
an operation was sentenced today to
serve one year in jail, and fined six
and
cents with costs.

617 Doughi Are

Cols and Cot Pads
Beds and Springs
Mattresses and Pillows
Comforts and Blankets

fire

in

Massachusetts

North Adams, Mass.,

One
July
of the most disastrous fires that ever
2.

visted North Adams destroyed a large
section of the business district early
toaay causing an estimated loss of
The Empire theater, Wil$100,000.
son's hotel, the Empire apartment
house and Sullivan brothers' furniture
building was destroyed.
INSTITUTE

In all sizes at the lowest prices
Sale or For Rent

For

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

OF INSTRUCTION.

North Conway, N. H., July 2. The
eighty-firs-t
annual convention of the
American Institute of Instruction began here today and will continue un
til Friday. Leading educators from
all of the New England states are
taking part.

S5
L2J

DE VARGAS PAGEANT
SANTA FE.

JULY 5, 1912

TICKETS ON SALE JULY 3, 4 AN0 5, 1912

FRESH EVERY DAY

BAKERY GOODS

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH., 1312

Fare For The Round Trip

The Best in The City

Breed, Rolls,

to the national convention, reconvened to.Uy to nominate a state ticket The two most active candidates for the gubernatorial
nomination are D. F. Anderson of
Youngstown and Lawrence K. Lang-doe

--

D. L. BATCH

ELOR, Agent.

Cookies, Pies, Cakes,

n

Doughnuts,
Fried Cokes and

SOME FINE ASTER
PLANTS

Cinnamon Rolls

Sixth
Street

507

nrinTiv
1U11UJL

HMTfilVI

SEEDSMEN

&

O.
V

CAM

FLORIST-

BO UGH Ell
Phone
Vlegas 121

S-

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

25c PER DOZEN

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

I

D

one-fourt- h

REPUBLICANS TO NOMINATE.
Columbus', O., July 2. The republican state convention of Ohio, which
adjourned on June 4 after naming
delegates-at-larg-

H

Wq Are Headquarters For

New pictures every day.

of Columbus.

Groceries, Canned Goods, Fruits
and Vegetables

C0,sST0IE

PICTURES

Tonight at the Browne theater will
be shown the famous moving pictures
depicting Colonel "Buffalo" Jones and
bis men in the act of lassoing wild
animals in Africa. Colonel Jones' trip
to Africa will be remembered by
many people here, It was successful
and was mentioned in the press of
the entire world. The pictures are
said to be magnificent, the operator
having at times risked tys life in or
der to catch a view of some wild
beast while in the tolls of the colonel's
lasso. The pictures will be well worth
seeing and the Browne is expecting a
large crowd. Better go early and be
sure of getting a good seat.

Jllll

,

Bread, Cakes, Cookies and Doughnuts

THE GKAAF & HAYVVARD
v, .AT

This morning in the office of William E. Gortner on the Plaza the
board of trustees of the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane met for a
short time. The members of the old
board, which presented its resignation to Governor W. C. McDonald several weeks ago, transacted what business remained uncared for and then
gave place to the new board, which
is composed of Jefferson
Raynolds,
Daniel Stern, Eugenio Sena and Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca. One
place on the new board is vacant,
owing to the failure of the senate to
confirm the nomination of William G.
Ogle. The new board elected E. C. de
Baca as president. It will not elect
other offlefers for some time, it was
announced.
GOOD

It's really cheaper to send us
all the big, heavy flat pieces
in your family washing and
have us wash and Iron them,
and then do the few remaining pieces at home yourself,
than to bother with a washerwoman.
.H wi "i ('
Our charge for this service totals but little for the entire lot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
These articles are washed wonderfully clean and white by our
process, and are ironed with a
fine finish.
Take advantage of the service.

Charged with committing misdemeanors Frank Gray, J. H. Halliday
and James Newman were arraigned
before Judge D. R. Murray this morn
who
ing.
Halliday and Newman,
were arrested at the same time, were
sentenced to 10 days in, jail. Gray was
fined $5 and costs and ordered out of
town. A man giving his name as
Fred Williams, charged with drunk'
enness was ordered out of the city
under a suspended sentence of 10

Since tbe resignation of James S.
Duncan, Jr., as assistant manager of
the. Las Vegas Maroons, the officials
of the baseball association have announced that Captain Fred Owen like
ly will have th active management
of the players, while the financial burden will be borne by the directors.
William- - Wood has been selected to
act as treasurer and ticket seller. He
will have charge oft ine monthly col
lections of subscriptions. It is believed this plan will work successfully.

This Service

Saves Money
HERE BY APPOINTMENT

Through his manager, Joe Trujlllo
of Denver, Lewis Newman this afternoon announced that he would challenge the winner of the Unholz-Yoa- kum bout tomorrow night. Newman
says be can whip Yoakum or Unholz
and it is immaterial to him which of
the two wins the bout. Newman did
not like the treatment he got at Albuquerque.
Trujlllo says be will put
up- - a bet of $1,000 Newman can whip
the winner of the Unholz-Yoaku-

n

We Will Have FRESH

IV" What?
"Everybody' doin
Why, eating at the Bitmark of course
Open all night.

oft Strass'.

One-Ha- lf

Supreme in
Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything jrou
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail
to look us over.
Til-orinj- r,

BRIDGE STREET

servet.

at the Blsmark.. Open all night, de
pot la opposite.

IKE DA VI 5

CLOTHES

LUDWIQ Wm. ILFELD

Phone

'

Main 60.

tate to send your orders to

Lettuce

AND BINDERS

Cots and bedding ror rent or sale,

s

Is the Slogan of this Store.

2, 1912.

UGGORUIGK MOVERS

LOCAL NEWS

PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE AND

OPTIC, TUESDAY. JULY

'

"The Store of Satisfaction"

1

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncomrron Jewlery.

